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Land Acknowledgment / Reconnaissance territoriale
McGill University is on unceded land
which has long served as a site of
meeting and exchange amongst
Indigenous peoples, including the
Haudenosaunee
and
Anishinabeg
nations. We acknowledge and thank the
diverse Indigenous peoples whose
presence marks this territory on which
peoples of the world now gather.

L'Université McGill est située sur des
terres non cédées qui ont longtemps
servi de lieu de rencontre et d'échange
entre les peuples autochtones,
notamment
pour
les
nations
Haudenosaunee et Anishinabeg. Nous
saluons et remercions les divers
peuples autochtones dont la présence
enrichit ce territoire accueillant
aujourd'hui des gens du monde entier.

Photo credit: Owen Egan / Joni Dufour
The Hiawatha Wampum Belt flag flies over the McCall MacBain Arts Building every June 21st to honour
National Indigenous Peoples Day. In 2018, in the spirit of recognition and reconciliation with Indigenous
Peoples, McGill University’s Task Force on Indigenous Studies and Indigenous Education set forth a series
of Calls to Action; among these are efforts towards Language Revitalization and Documentation. The
McGill website provides summaries and progress updates on this and all of the other 52 Calls to Action.

Welcome message / Message d’accueil
On behalf of the program committee, we would like to welcome you to the 2021 Multidisciplinary
Approaches in Language Policy and Planning conference, hosted by McGill University, and now taking
place completely online for the first time because of current public health directives. The conference was
to have moved to Montreal in 2020 after being hosted in Toronto for three years, but the COVID-19
pandemic intervened.
For this year’s conference, we have a record number of presentations from around the globe, including
submissions deferred from the cancelled 2020 conference as well as submissions received for the 2021
conference. Our three-day conference covers a range of disciplinary approaches to questions about
language policy. In total, there are over 100 paper presentations, two discussion sessions and six
colloquia for you to enjoy, including our invited colloquium, chaired by Enrica Piccardo, and a special
invited discussion session with Jim Cummins. We are also excited about our three wonderful plenary
speakers, beginning with Patricia Lamarre who will open the conference, followed by Nancy Hornberger
on our second day, and ending with H. Samy Alim who will close the conference. A big thank-you from us
to all our presenters, colloquium and discussion session participants, and plenary speakers, for their
significant contributions to the conference. Gathering in person to celebrate with all of you is impossible
this year, but we hope you will attend our informal social networking events on the Gather.town
platform at the end of each of the first two conference days.
This year we are making the plurilingual experience part of the conference. For the first time, you will
have the opportunity to hear not only English and French in presentations and colloquia, but also
Spanish, Brazilian Portuguese, Catalan, and Persian; you will see not only American Sign, but LIBRAS from
Brazil. We hope that many of you will be inspired to propose presentations in even more languages next
year, spoken and signed, when we are planning a hybrid conference with an in-person as well as an
online component.
There could have been no conference without our supporters and volunteers. We are very grateful to our
abstract reviewers and conference volunteers. In addition, we depended a great deal on the services of
the following McGill personnel as we negotiated the logistics of putting on a virtual conference: Lara ElChallah, Catherine Essar, Daniela Frischer, Clinton Glenn. Sarita Kennedy, then Chair of the Education
Department of Concordia University, extended a helping hand to us when we thought we would be
putting the conference on in 2020. Tourisme Montréal was also very helpful, until they and the city had
to shut down. When we started up again, Catherine Levasseur of the Université d’Ottawa gave priceless
advice on how to face the challenges of moving a conference online. Nathan Bowman helped us figure
out how to Gather online. Many thanks also to Melissa Cyr and the other members of the ASL-English
sign language interpreting team for their invaluable contributions, and to Yael Peled for her wise advice.
We want to extend special thanks to Jeff Bale of OISE/University of Toronto and Eve Haque of York
University, who led the way and helped make LPP a conference that attracts world-caliber scholarship
year after year. And of course this year’s conference would not have been possible without the
preparatory work put in by our colleague Angelica Galante.
We look forward to meeting you all in the Zoom!
Amir Kalan & Mela Sarkar

Conference co-chairs

Message d’accueil
Au nom du comité de programmation, nous vous souhaitons la bienvenue au Colloque 2021 sur les
approches multidisciplinaires de la planification et des politiques linguistiques (PPL) organisée par
l'Université McGill. Le colloque se déroule entièrement en ligne pour la première fois en raison des
directives actuelles de santé publique. Ce colloque aurait dû déménager à Montréal en 2020 après avoir
été hébergée à Toronto pendant trois ans, mais la pandémie de COVID-19 est intervenue.
Cette année au colloque, nous vous offrons un nombre record de présentations provenant du monde
entier et ce, comprenant les soumissions reportées du colloque 2020 qui a été annulée ainsi que les
soumissions reçues pour le colloque 2021. Notre évènement de trois jours couvre une gamme
d'approches disciplinaires relatives aux questions de politique linguistique. Au total, il y a plus de 100
communications orales, deux sessions de discussion et six colloques dont vous pourrez profiter, y compris
notre colloque invité, présidée par Enrica Piccardo, et une session de discussion hors série avec notre
invité spécial Jim Cummins.
Nous sommes également enthousiasmés par nos trois merveilleuses sessions plénières. Patricia Lamarre
ouvrira le colloque, suivie de Nancy Hornberger le deuxième jour, en terminant par H. Samy Alim qui
clôturera notre dernière journée. Un grand merci de notre part à tous nos conférenciers, nos participants
aux colloques et aux séances de discussion, et nos conférenciers pléniers, pour leurs importantes
contributions au colloque. Il est impossible de se réunir en personne pour célébrer avec vous tous cette
année, mais nous espérons que vous assisterez à nos événements informels de réseautage social sur la
plateforme Gather.town à la fin de chacun des deux premiers jours du colloque.
Cette année, nous inscrivons dans ce colloque une expérience plurilingue. Pour la première fois, vous
aurez l'occasion d'entendre non seulement l'anglais et le français pendant les communications et les
symposiums, mais aussi l'espagnol, le portugais brésilien, le catalan, et le persan; de voir non seulement
l’ASL (langage gestuel américain) mais la LIBRAS du Brésil. Nous espérons que beaucoup d'entre vous
seront inspirés à proposer davantage de présentations en d’autres langues l'année prochaine, qu’elles
soient orales ou gestuelles, alors que nous prévoyons un colloque hybride avec une composante en
personne ainsi qu'une composante en ligne.
Il n'y aurait pas eu de colloque sans nos supporters et nos bénévoles. Nous sommes très reconnaissants
envers le comité de sélection et les bénévoles du colloque. De plus, pour négocier la logistique de la tenue
d'un colloque virtuelle, nous dépendions beaucoup des services du personnel de McGill suivant : Lara ElChallah, Catherine Essar, Daniela Frischer et Clinton Glenn. Sarita Kennedy, alors présidente du département
d'éducation de l'Université Concordia, nous a tendu la main lorsque nous pensions pouvoir organiser ce
colloque en 2020. Tourisme Montréal a également été très utile, jusqu'à ce qu'eux et la ville ferment. Lorsque
nous avons recommencé à planifier le colloque, Catherine Levasseur de l'Université d'Ottawa a donné de
précieux conseils sur la façon d’aborder les défis encourus par le fait de déplacer l’évènement en ligne. Nathan
Bowman nous dépanne dans notre résautage social virtuel. Un très grand merci à Melissa Cyr et aux autres
membres de l'équipe d'interprétation en langue des signes ASL-anglais pour leurs contributions inestimables,
ainsi qu’à Yael Peled pour ses sages conseils.
Nous tenons à remercier tout particulièrement Jeff Bale de l'OISE/Université de Toronto et Eve Haque de
l'Université York qui ont ouvert la voie et ont aidé à faire de PPL un colloque qui attire des chercheurs de
calibre mondial, année après année. Et bien sûr, le colloque de cette année n'aurait pas été possible sans
le travail préparatoire de notre collègue Angelica Galante.
Nous avons hâte de vous retrouver tous dans le Zoom!

Amir Kalan et Mela Sarkar, Coprésidents

LPP 2020 & LPP 2021 program committee
Volunteer team
Karen Andrews
Beatrice Cale
Ben Calman
Rhonda Chung
Stephen Davis
Caroline Dault
John Wayne dela Cruz
Xinyan Fang
Sumanthra Govender

Kate Hardin
Simone Hengen
Reza Jafary
Rubina Khanam
Andréanne Langevin
Édouard Laniel-Tremblay
Cory Legassic
Mingyi Li
Shiin Moon

Conner Morgan
Yecid Ortega
April Passi
Hannah Southwood
Ivy Kingyan Sun
Emmanouela Tisizi
Sitong Wang
Xirui Wang
Yiwei Zhou

Abstract reviewers
Mama Adobea Nii Owoo, University of Toronto
Alexa Ahooja, McGill University
Mehdi Babaei, McGill University
Jeff Bale, University of Toronto
Susan Ballinger, McGill University
Jennifer Burton, University of Toronto
Beatrice Cale, McGill University
Ben Calman, McGill University
Maria Chiras, McGill University
Rhonda Chung, Concordia University
Daniela Coelho, Abu Dhabi University
Alison Crump, Marianopolis College
Stephen Davis, University of Regina
John Wayne dela Cruz, McGill University
Colette Despagne, Benemérita Universidad
Autónoma de Puebla
Angelica Galante, McGill University
Sumanthra Govender, McGill University
Martin Guardado, University of Alberta
Eve Haque, University of Toronto

Kate Hardin, McGill University
Teresa Hernandez-Gonzalez, Concordia University
Amir Kalan, McGill University
Sunny Man Chu Lau, Bishop’s University
Constance Lavoie, Université de Sherbrooke
Angel M. Y. Lin, Simon Fraser University
Steve Marshall, Simon Fraser University
Paul Meighan-Chiblow, McGill University
Yecid Ortega, University of Toronto
Michał B. Paradowski, University of Warsaw
Seong Man Park, Dankook University
April Passi, McGill University
Enrica Piccardo, University of Toronto
Diane Querrien, Concordia University
Shakina Rajendram, University of Toronto
Pramod Sah, University of British Columbia
Mela Sarkar, McGill University
Andrea Sterzuk, University of Regina
Emmanouela Tisizi, McGill University
Emma Trentman, University of New Mexico

Social networking
A space will be available throughout the conference for informal, unstructured socializing. Use it to catch
up with colleagues or continue conversations between sessions. We also hope to see you all there for the
5 à 7 social networking events on Thursday and Friday!
Access the space through the conference website or at http://tiny.cc/LPP2021.

Plenary Speakers
Nancy H. Hornberger is Professor of Education at the University of
Pennsylvania, USA. She is an educational linguist and anthropologist
researching on multilingual language education policy and practice in
immigrant and Indigenous communities. With sustained commitment
and work with Quechua speakers and bilingual intercultural education
in the Andes beginning in 1974, she has also taught, lectured, and
advised internationally as U.S. State Department English Language
Specialist, United Nations consultant, Fulbright Senior Specialist in
Paraguay, New Zealand, and South Africa, and visiting professor at
Brazil’s Universidade de Campinas, South Africa’s University of
KwaZulu Natal, and Sweden’s University of Umeå.
Nancy Hornberger has published over two dozen books and more than
100 articles and chapters, including Indigenous Literacies in the
Americas: Language Planning from the Bottom Up (1997), Continua of
Biliteracy (2003), Can Schools Save Indigenous Languages? Policy and
Practice on Four Continents (2008), and Honoring Richard Ruiz and his
Work on Language Planning and Bilingual Education (2017). Former editor of the Anthropology and Education
Quarterly and the Encyclopedia of Language and Education, Nancy Hornberger is also co-editor of an
international book series on Bilingual Education and Bilingualism.
She has been honored with the Distinguished Scholarship and Service Award from the American Association for
Applied Linguistics (2008), the University of Pennsylvania Provost’s Award for Distinguished Ph.D. Teaching and
Mentoring (2008), the George and Louise Spindler Award for Distinguished, Exemplary, and Inspirational
Contribution to Educational Anthropology (2014), the honorary doctorate from Umeå University (2018), and the
Charles A. Ferguson Award for Outstanding Scholarship (2019). She is a Fellow of the American Educational
Research Association.
Her enduring interests and efforts are in how best to support Indigenous and language minoritized learners in
education policy and practice and in ongoing collaboration with Indigenous and language minoritized
communities in reclamation and development of their languages.
The title and abstract of Dr Hornberger’s talk are as follows:

Ideological and implementational spaces in Covid-era language policy and planning:
Perspectives from Indigenous communities in the Global South
The ongoing global pandemic exacerbates, but does not initiate, longstanding language policy
and planning (LPP) concerns around the ways language education policies and practices
sustain inequalities across linguistic and social identities. Elsewhere, I have argued there is an
urgent need for language users, educators and researchers to counter those inequalities, filling
up and wedging open ideological and implementational spaces for multiple languages,
literacies, identities and practices to flourish in classroom, community and society. Here, using
the lens of layered, scaled and interacting implementational and ideological spaces and
focusing on cases of Indigenous education in the Andes and Mexico, I explore how
ethnographic studies uncover intertwining LPP dynamics that might be leveraged to promote
social change in the Covid-heightened context of inequality. For example, potential equality
and actual inequality of languages intertwine in Mexican education policy and practice to
interrupt spaces for Maya language in a Yucatec Mayan Indigenous preschool, and

intertwining monoglossic and heteroglossic language ideologies in the discourse of Indigenous
leaders of Ecuador’s bilingual intercultural education reveal tensions negotiated in the politics
of Kichwa identity and language across spaces like Ministry offices, bilingual classrooms or
official translation workshops. Meanwhile, top-down and bottom-up LPP activities
intertwining in Peruvian bilingual education are leveraged locally to create transformational
spaces for Quechua youth to acquire and use their heritage language in multimodal ways, and
critical and transformative LPP research paradigms intertwine in an ethnographic project
examining how higher education administrators, teachers and students collaborate to create
new spaces for Indigenous language learning in Diidxazá/Isthmus Zapotec classes in Oaxaca,
Mexico. How might these dynamic LPP ideological and implementational spaces be leveraged
to confront the ever-greater inequities wrought by Covid in Indigenous educational access and
ways of speaking and being?

Patricia Lamarre est professeure titulaire à l’Université de
Montréal. Très active pendant deux décennies au Centre d'études
ethniques des universités montréalaises, elle est actuellement
membre-chercheure du Centre de recherches interdisciplinaires en
études montréalaises (CRIEM). Born and raised in Québec , her
research has focused on the evolution of the language situation
since the Révolution tranquille. A critical sociolinguist, she has
privileged ethnographic approaches to study the stakes and power
relations underlying the politics of language and identity.
Part of her research program has been devoted to how Québec 's
English-speaking population has drawn on schools to prepare the
next generation for life in Québec post Bill 101: from the
development of the French Immersion model in the 1960's to the
crossover to French-language schools in the quest for bilingualism
and biliteracy. She was on the evaluation team for Community
Learning Centers, which aim to better serve the needs of Québec's
official language minority.
Her main research contribution, however, is the study of the language practices of young adults in Montréal, a
city with a very high level of individual bilingualism and plurilingualism. In an effort to provide a more complex
understanding of language in Québec and counter the discourse of French as a threatened language, her
ethnographic work on bilingual and plurilingual practices in daily life challenges the use of mother tongue as
principal indicator of the vitality of French.
Interested in symbolic sites of competition and struggle, Patricia Lamarre has also worked on Montréal's
linguistic landscape, analyzing "bilingual winks" in signage that creatively escape the constraints of language
law. Also in the area of linguistic landscape, she more recently published a study on the Black Rock memorial to
the famine Irish who died on the St. Laurence waterfront (in press, Multilingual Memories. Blackwood and
Macalister, eds.). Elle travaille actuellement sur les trajectoires de mobilité francophone vers l'ouest canadien
(http://www.uncanadienerrant.ca).
She has taught in doctoral schools in Algers and Rennes (France) and has served as a Canadian expert on
plurilingualism at the European Centre for Modern Languages in Graz, Austria. She has led working groups and
edited a number of thematic issues on language issues in Québec. Ses publications se trouvent dans

International Journal of the Sociology of Language, Canadian Ethnic Studies, Langue et société et Francophonies
d’Amérique.
The title and abstract of Dr Lamarre’s talk are as follows:

Language policy in the everyday:
the challenges and contradictions of policing language in Montréal
Language policy is built on the expectation, the hope, the myth that language can be
managed. In this presentation, I am going to look at just how hard it is to take on “language”.
I will unpack the challenges and contradictions of policing language, drawing on data collected
over the years through ethnographic work in Montréal. My focus will be on how Francophones
(French speakers), the dominant group in Quebec, take on the “devoir” (aka duty) of policing
language in the everyday and just how complicated this can get. I will take a bit of time to
unpack the particular history of language in Quebec, but hope (and believe) that what is
revealed here, in this language-charged context, can be seen as pertinent elsewhere.
My analytical stance is that of critical sociolinguistics, with its heavy emphasis on the “socio”
and its important debt to the French sociologist, Pierre Bourdieu. Bourdieu provided an
important theoretical bridge between the study of society and the study of language by
examining the two-way relationship between language and social class. In Canada, Monica
Heller took Bourdieu’s theoretical framework further through her analysis of the competitions
for power and status within ethnolinguistic nationalism (and how these are shaped by a larger
political economy). I will add my own take to this type of analysis by focusing on how social
interactions escape and challenge straight-forward competition and power struggles. In other
words, I will look at how humour and human contradictions manage to complicate and
sometimes just plain mess things up, as speakers bump up against each other in the world of
the everyday. There is more to these situations than humour and irony, however. What they
reveal are the larger contradictions (or fault lines) underlying social, economic and political
stakes, on which language policy efforts rest.
In Quebec, language policy is about symbolic space. The scuffles for power, symbolic and real,
that take place in that space have much to offer us analytically.

H. Samy Alim is the David O. Sears Presidential Endowed Chair in the Social
Sciences and Professor of Anthropology at UCLA, and the Founding Director of
the Center for Race, Ethnicity, and Language (since 2010). He is also affiliated
faculty with the Graduate School of Education & Information Studies and the
Ralph J. Bunche Center for African American Studies.
Alim is author or editor of eleven books. Among his most recent books is
Culturally Sustaining Pedagogies: Teaching and Learning for Justice in a
Changing World (Teachers College Press, 2017, with Django Paris). For two
decades, Alim has worked with schools and community organizations across the
U.S. to theorize and enact new pedagogies. His most recent research explores
the development of organic culturally sustaining pedagogies in international
contexts. As a 2019 recipient of the Lyle Spencer Research Grant from the
Spencer Foundation (along with Django Paris and Casey Wong), he asks: What
can we learn from how Culturally Sustaining Pedagogy (CSP) is being

implemented across four different pluralistic contexts (in the U.S., Spain, and South Africa), and how contexts
of settler colonialism and gentrification influence its implementation, its achievements, and its limitations?
In the area of language and race, he is author of You Know My Steez: An Ethnographic and Sociolinguistic Study
of Styleshifting in a Black American Speech Community (Duke, 2004), which integrated longitudinal ethnographic
analysis with rigorous discourse analysis and quantitative variation. He is also author of Articulate While Black:
Barack Obama, Language, and Race in the U.S. (Oxford, 2012, with Geneva Smitherman), which addresses
language and racial politics through an examination of former President Barack Obama’s language use and
reveals how he is racialized through language in the eyes/ears of the American people. In addition to editing
Raciolinguistics: How Language Shapes Our Ideas about Race (Oxford, 2016, with John R. Rickford and Arnetha
Ball), which grew out of a 2012 symposium that he organized at Stanford University, he is the editor of the
recent Oxford Handbook of Language and Race (Oxford, 2020, with Angela Reyes and Paul Kroskrity). He has
also written extensively about Black Language and Hip Hop Culture in his books, Street Conscious Rap (1999),
Roc the Mic Right (2006), Tha Global Cipha (2006), Talkin Black Talk (2007, with John Baugh), Global Linguistic
Flows (2009, with Awad Ibrahim and Alastair Pennycook) and Neva Again: Hip Hop Art, Activism, and Education
in Post-Apartheid South Africa (2019, with Adam Haupt, Quentin Williams, and Emile Jansen).
The title and abstract of Dr Alim’s talk are as follows:

Organic Forms of Culturally Sustaining Pedagogy, Policy, and Planning:
Disrupting White Settler Colonial Logics of Language, Race, and Land in South
African Hip Hop
In this presentation, I consider organic forms of culturally sustaining pedagogies within the
context of transformative, community-based, youth-led language movements. I begin by
offering a broad and deep discussion of critical issues in the study of language, race, and
political economy through an analysis of the verbal art, aesthetics, and performances of South
African hip hop artists. In particular, I present an in-depth analysis of the Afrikaaps language
movement in Cape Town, South Africa and theorize the language-race-land complex—the
range of issues with respect to the co-constitution and refusal of the colonial logics of
language, race, and land. Afrikaaps is a South African hiphopera that disrupts white settler
colonial logics of language, race, and land through an interrogation and revision of white
supremacist constructions of Afrikaans. This reinvention of language, race, and land frees the
Afrikaans-speaking, so-called Coloured community from oppressive, colonial logics and offers
them new ways of envisioning their linguistic, racial, spatial, and political-economic futures. I
argue that, for the artists–activists involved in this decolonial, raciolinguistic movement, Hip
Hop becomes a critical vehicle for raising consciousness through and about language,
foregrounding Indigenous knowledge systems, and upending the white supremacist legacies
of apartheid through a radical re-formulation of hegemonic language policy and planning.
Methodologically, I center Black and Indigenous artists’ voices, understanding them to be
more than cultural producers but also cultural theorists. I draw upon our longitudinal,
ethnographic cultural engagement with the Hip Hop artists involved in the theatre production
and related forms of language activism (Alim & Haupt 2015, 2017; Haupt 2012; Haupt et al.
2019; Jansen 2019; Jansen et al. 2019; Stroud & Williams 2017; Williams 2018), as well as
language and media analyses of the Afrikaaps production, soundtrack, and documentary film
(Valley 2010).
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16:25–
17:30

D1

D2

D3

D4

16:25–
16:55

Reexamining
language
teacher agency
from a
combined
perspective in
the context of
implementing
the ESP policy in
a Chinese
University

Empathy and
Language
Learning: Does
empathy allow
reading fiction to
act as a mediation
tool to enhance
reading and
language
comprehension in
both the first and
second language?

Transforming
mainstream ESL
classroom language
policy through
personal narrative
writing

Multiliteraciesenhanced practice as
a decolonizing
approach to ELT for
transnational
students in Canadian
higher education
STREAMED

Shiping Deng
Reshara Alviarez;
Dilruba Jahan;
Enrica Piccardo

April Leigh Passi

Heejin Song

D5

17:00–
17:30

Translanguaging
with Spoken
Word Poetry: A
Pedagogical
Innovation in an
English-forAcademic
Purposes Course

Language Education
Policy in the
Australian
University: a case
study

The impact of
AB705 on a
California
community
college teacher's
emotional well
being

Michelle Ocriciano

Lee Her
Jennifer Burton
17:30–
18:30
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Friday
Session E
9:00–
10:40
9:00–
9:30

9:35–
10:05

E1

COLLOQUIUM:
“Foreign
Languages”:
Nationalist
Monolingualism
and Linguistic
Minority
Resistance in the
Middle East
Blair Kuntz,
organizer
Development of
Literacy
Campaigns in
Iran: the
Franklin Book
Programs, State
and Language
Policy in Cold
War Iran
Mahdi Ganjavi

E2

Developing
English as a
Lingua Franca:
study abroad in
Thailand

E3

Indexicality in
Multilingual
Classroom

Gambhir Bahadur
Chand

Andrew Nowlan;
Andrew Gerald
Parker
Ideologies and
Policies in U.S.
Study Abroad
Emma Gale
Trentman

E4

E5

Awareness and
actions on language
policy by local
governments in
Nepal

Categories of
Differentiation – A
New Theoretical
Paradigm for
Language Policy
Research

Basanta Kandel
Abhimanyu Sharma
Mahfee comma in
this sentence,
sah?”- Becoming a
translanguagerteacher while
challenging the
monolingual policy
through plurilingual
pedagogy in EAP.
Daniela Maria
Coelho

Exploring language
attitudes within the
plurilingual
Aragonese setting:
University
students’ thoughts
on Catalan
Laura PeiróMárquez
Presentation in
Spanish and English

The Main Features
of Language Policy
in the Workplace
Discourse of
Kazakhstan:
Development
Trends and
Challenges
Aliya Aimoldina

with slides in
English

Presentation in
Persian with
slides in English

10:10–
10:40

Underground
Azerbaijani
Language and
Culture Classes
for Children in
Tabriz, Iran: A
Story of
Resistance
Against
Assimilation
Lale Javanshir

Far right and
gender-neutral
language: is
language a new
front in the
culture wars?

Intolerant
Nationalisms
Iker Erdocia
and the Plight of
Arabic in Iran
and Turkey
Blair Kuntz

Heteroglossia and
the Ideology of
University
Language Policy:
Re-thinking Local
Language Varieties
and Spanish as
Community
Language in the
U.S. Southwest

Language rights
and access to ITM
health rights: a
socio-legal study of
health spaces of
Dantewada,
Chattisgarh, India

Power, scale and
the discursive
construction of
bounded codes in
community
language policy
Kristof Savski

Aadil Huque;
Uma Chimirala

Katharine Burns

Discussant:
Mahdi Ganjavi

10:45–
11:00

Break

Friday
Plenary
11:00–
12:00

Plenary Session

Ideological and implementational spaces in Covid-era language policy and
planning: Perspectives from Indigenous communities in the Global South
Nancy Hornberger
University of Pennsylvania

Introduced by Andrea Sterzuk
12:15–
13:15
Friday
Session F
13:15–
14:55

Lunch break
F1

F2

F3

F4

F5

13:15–
13:45

13:50–
14:20

Special Q&A
session with the
editors of J-BILD
(Journal of
Belonging,
Identity,
Language and
Diversity):

COLLOQUIUM:

Bi-Multi-Plurilingualism in
Brazil:
emancipatory,
rhizomatic and
decolonial
educational
Non-anonymized implications
review and the
peer mentor
Paulo Massaro,
model at an
organizer
open-access
online journal
Language policies
for the
internationalized
education of
language teachers
in Brazil: critical
reflections on the
CAPES-Print and
“Future-se”
programs
Lauro Sérgio
Machado Pereira

Cultural
bureaucracy,
documentation
and revitalization
of the border and
endangered
languages from
Southern Mexico
Lorena CórdovaHernández

INVITED
COLLOQUIUM:

Linguistic
Internationalization Policies and
A needed shift in Professional and
language
Technological
education:
Education in
Action rather
Brazil: a critical
than ‘perfection’ analysis with a
focus on language
[14:30–17:35]
teaching
Renata Mourão
Enrica Piccardo, Guimarães
organizer
The CEFR
between myths
and reality: a
framework for
action
Brian North

Presentation in
Spanish and
Brazilian
Portuguese with
slides in French
and English

Plurilingual
approach in return
migration language
education: A
language learning
proposal for
Mexican returnees

Lolav M Hassan
Alhamid

Coral Buitron

Presentation in
Spanish with slides
in English

Presentation in
Spanish with slides
in English

I am an English
Language Learner!:
American Indian
Teachers Share
Their Revelations
Jioanna Carjuzaa

Presentation in
English with slides
in French and
English
14:25–
14:55

The Impact of
Language
Fragmentation on
Kurdish Literature:
A Case Study of
Kurdish Novelists
Writing in English

Language, Religion,
Nation and
Imagined
Identities: An
Ethnography on the
Bangladeshi
Diasporic
Community in
Canada

Linguistic
trajectories in FLP:
return migrant
families in Mexico
Jesahe Herrera
Ruano;
Dana Nelson;
Jesús Zepeda
Huerta

Shaila Shams
Mexico’s Language
Policy and
Planning: an
evaluation for
Indigenous
languages in the
central state of
Puebla.
Olga Alejandra
Ortiz Ordaz
Presentation in
Spanish with slides
in English

The politics of
‘being Immersion’:
A case of French
immersion group
identity and accent
in the West
Livia Poljak

Return migrants
from the United
States to Mexico:
Constructing
alternative notions
of citizenship
through acts
(linguistic)
citizenship
Colette Despagne
Presentation in
English with slides
in English and
French

Internationalization for deaf
people: about the
right to come and
go
Valdiceia Tavares
Dos Santos
Presentation in
LIBRAS and
Brazilian
Portuguese with
slides in French
and English
14:55–
15:10
Friday
Session G
15:10–
16:15
15:10–
15:40

15:45–
16:15

Break
G1

INVITED
COLLOQUIUM
continues:

G2

COLLOQUIUM
continues:

Bi-Multi-PluriA needed shift in lingualism in
language
Brazil:
education:
emancipatory,
Action rather
rhizomatic and
than ‘perfection’ decolonial
educational
Intégrer
implications
didactique de
l’action et
Les processus
pluralité :
d’internationalisat
soutenir
ion des universités
l’adaptabilité
Brésiliennes: vers
chez les
une approche
enseignants de
plurilingue,
langue
translangagière et
Diane Querrien
décoloniale
Paulo Massaro
Presentation in
French
Presentation in
French with slides
The CEFR’s
in English and
Action-oriented Brazilian
Approach in a
Portuguese
Canadian

G3

G4

G5

Romani familial et
romani standard à
l’école : tensions
entre politique
linguistique et
pratique effective

LPP Trends in the
Russian Federation

Language and
cultural adjustment
of Kazakhstani
returnee students

Marija Apostolovic
Presentation in
French

Institutional
Discourses about
Language and
Writing for
Multilingual
Students in
English-Speaking
Colleges in Quebec,
Canada
Maria Chiras

Miquel CabalGuarro

Damira Akynova;
Presentation in
Assel Akzhigitova
Catalan and English
with slides in
English

Asymmetrical
translanguaging:
Perspectives from a
minority-language
community in
Russia

Informal policies of
a community
organization
employees working
with multilingual
children

Valeriya Minakova

Catrine Demers;
Andrea MacLeod
Presentation and
slides in both
English and French

Context: Policy
to Practice
Danielle Hunter

Practiced and
declared linguistic
policies in the
Brazilian context:
Piloting an
focus on BNCC
Online American Dllubia Santclair
Matias
Sign Language
Teaching Model
Presentation in
for Parents of
English with slides
Deaf Children
in French and
During the
Brazilian
Portuguese
COVID-19
Pandemic
Kristin Snoddon
& Krishna
Madaparthi

16:15–
16:30
Friday
Session H
16:30–
17:35

16:30–
17:00

Break
H1

INVITED
COLLOQUIUM
continues:

H2

STEPs to English
Proficiency for
secondary English
language learners:
A needed shift in An analysis and
language
reflection of
education:
school policies
Action rather
and procedures
than ‘perfection’ towards a
plurilingual and
Shifts start
multimodal
before entering pedagogy
the classroom: a
new take on
Mandy Lau
professional
development
for FSL teachers
through the cocreation of
programs as
part of Camerise
Mirela Cherciov

H3

Students’
representations of
the indigenous
languages-cultures
in Mexico

H4

H5

English as medium
of education in
Kurdistan: The
impact of agendasetting on public
policy

From Afrikaans to
Zarma: Language
Policies of
Multilingual
Families in
Flanders, Belgium

Jaffer
Sheyholislami;
Sahar Zarza

Ily Hollebeke;
Victoria Van Oss;
Esli Struys

Anna G. Sokolova

17:05–
17:35

Speaking to be
understood: A
shift from the
“native norm”
Mary Grantham
O’Brien

Integration or
assimilation? A
Comparative
intertextual
analysis of
language policy in
Madrid and
Catalonia

The notion of
speakerhood in a
Hul’q’umi’num’
revitalization
program
Yvonne Lam

Dynamic
learning through
dynamic
Fara Ali;
teaching:
Carol Ann Ready
plurilingual
action-oriented
scenarios
Enrica Piccardo
17:30–
18:30

Transnationalism,
language ideologies
and family
language policy
among Nepali
immigrants in the
US

Family language
policy and the
language ideologies
of nannies in
Britain
Rachelle Vessey

Laxmi Prasad Ojha
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Sat.
Session I
9:00–
10:40

I1

9:00–9:30

Constructing the
individualistic
citizen: The
Canadian Centre for
Language
Benchmarks,
neoliberalism,
citizenship, and
language learning.
Kelly Holmes;
Douglas Fleming

I2

COLLOQUIUM:
English-Medium
Instruction (EMI)
Policy in Asia:
Unsettling
language
ideologies and
plurilingual/transl
ingual pedagogies
Pramod Sah and
Prem Phyak,
organizers

I3

DISCUSSION
SESSION:
Connecting LPP
Research to Policy
and Practice: A
Planning Guide for
Starting DualLanguage
Immersion
Programs
Edmund Hamann;
Theresa Catalano;
Dan Moran

I4

I5

Language policy
in Brazil:
professors’
representations
and ideologies on
language in an
EMI course

To Anglicize or
Arabize, that is the
question: a case
study of macro and
micro language
policy mismatches
among college
students in southern
Morocco

Taisa Pinetti
Passoni;
Michele Salles El
Kadri;
Luciana Cabrini
Simões Calvo;
Christopher
Stillwell

Aaron James Graybill

9:35–
10:05

Project-driven LPP
construction in
China: The case of
Sunan Youghour
Autonomous
County

Supporting
multilingual
policy and
practice within
EMI contexts in
South Asia
Amy Lightfoot

DISCUSSION
SESSION continues

Ge Wang
Challenges and
perceptions: A
systematic review
of empirical
studies on EMI in
Pakistan
Sadia Shad

10:10–
10:40

The limits to
pedagogical
translanguaging in
plurilingual
classrooms:
Towards more
reflective and
ecologically valid
choices

New Trends of
Language Policy in
Taiwan
Ching-Yu Na;
Serafin CoronelMolina

Alain Flaubert
Takam;
Innocent Mbouya
Fasse

Creating a
translingual space
in multilingual
classrooms of
Nepal’s English
medium public
schools
Prem Phyak

Towards the
introduction of
the teaching of
technical English
in Technical
education in
Cameroon: prerequisites and
prospects

Michał B.
Paradowski

From assembly to
schools: the
Balochistan mother
languages act, 2014
Muhammad Yasir
Khan;
Liaquat Ali Channa

Alain Flaubert
Takam;
Innocent Mbouya
Fasse

10:45–
11:00

Session J
11:00–
12:05

Revisiting
student, parent
and teacher
attitudes and
motivations to,
and practices of,
English Language
teaching and
learning in
Cameroon
Technical
Education

Break
J1

J2

J3

J4

J5

11:00–
11:30

COLLOQUIUM:
Policy Development
in English Education
and
Multilingualism:
Possibilities for
Future
Collaboration
Kashif Raza,
organizer
Enacting a
Multilingual Policy
for Economic
Growth: Exploiting
the China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor
Project to Create
Linguistic Harmony
in Pakistan
Kashif Raza
Walking a Fine Line:
Balancing English
Language Skills
Development as
Pragmatic Need &
Multilingual
Imperatives in EMI
Language Policies in
Higher Education
Shelley Taylor

COLLOQUIUM
continues:
English-Medium
Instruction (EMI)
Policy in Asia:
Unsettling
language
ideologies and
plurilingual/
translingual
pedagogies

Mapping
Montreal
bilingual topics
of conversation
with network
analysis
Mehrgol Tiv;
Jason Gullifer;
Ruo Feng;
Debra Titone

Multilingualism
(mis)management in
Canada through the
prism of translation
policies

Language policy and
planning in
Kazakhstan: the case
of Linguistic
Landscape

María Sierra Córdoba
Serrano

Assel Akzhigitova;
Damira Akynova;
Aliya Aimoldina

Unspeakable
Ruptures and their
Repairing:
Depression,
Language Barriers
and Health Policy

National Identities
and Language
Policies as seen
through
Schoolscapes

Rethinking and
resisting EnglishOnly policies
through
translanguaging
in Malaysian
classrooms
Shakina
Rajendram
The dynamics of
(un)equal
plurilingualism in
the EMI policy: A
case of Nepal
Pramod Sah
Discussant:
Angel Lin

11:35–
12:05

Gail Lynne Cormier
Yael Peled
Presentation in
English with slides in
French

12:05–
13:05
Session K
13:05–
14:45

Lunch break
K1

K2

K3

K4

K5

13:05–
13:35

13:40–
14:10

14:15–
14:45

COLLOQUIUM
continues:

Trichotomies of
behaviour and
value ascription in
Policy Development multilingual
in English Education settings
and
Multilingualism:
Tobias Weber
Possibilities for
Future
Collaboration
English as
Resource: Ruiz
Policy and
Pedagogical Reform (1984) in the
in Higher Education: Neoliberal
Canadian
Embracing
University
Multilingualism
Maria Chiras &
Jennifer
Angelica Galante
MacDonald
Reimagining English
as a native language
in Singapore:
The theoretical
Exploring the
framework of
concept of Third
China’s School of
Space within a
Language Life
postcolonial
country
Tommaso Pellin
Catherine Chua
The Ideologies of
English as Foreign
Language (EFL)
Educational Policies
in Korea: The Case
of Teacher
Recruitment and
Teacher Education
Youngeun Jee &
Guofang Li
A Bourdieusian and
Post-colonial
approach towards
collaboration
between Native and
Non-Native Speaker
English Teachers
Qinghua Chen &
Angel Lin
Discussant:
Kashif Raza

Chronicle of a
death foretold
and the unseen
forces
influencing
language policy
and practice

"When I see a
beautiful woman, I
start speaking in
Japanese."
Madoka Hammine

Yecid Ortega
‘Multi’ as a
Strategic Tool
for Better
Transition:
Plurilingualism
at an Ethnic
Korean High
School in China

The Secret
Handshake of Dutch:
How the Dutch have
ideologically
obstructed access to
the language of
power
Terri Bakker

Braiding Policy:
Bringing home,
school, and
community LPP
together for Native
American language
reclamation
Daniel Piper

Meilan Ehlert
Affecting
market
relations:
Exploring the
political
economy of
identity and
language
education for
touristic
consumption

David H.Hanks

Putting the money
where the mouth
is/hands are:
Icelandic Sign
Language and the
UNDRIP.

Recruitment policy
and visual
representations of
English language
programs in Korea
and Japan

Helen Koulidobrova;
Rannveig
Sverrisdóttir

Jade Kim

14:45–
15:00
Session L
15:00–
16:10
15:00–
15:30

Break
L1

L2

LPP in/and Urban
Studies: an
Infrastructural
Approach

L3

Investments in
Heritage
Language: A
Comparative
Case Study of
Turkish
Speakers in
Sweden and
France

Peter Browning;
Miguel Pérez-Milans

L4

Nativespeakerism in
China

L5

Reclaiming
Indigenous Place
Names

Hector Alvarez
Kristine Sudbeck;
Vanessa Hamilton;
Lani Moran-Samqua

Berrak Pinar
Uluer
15:35–
16:10

Knitting together
policy and practice:
meeting the
demands of early
childhood
education in an
emerging
multilingual Ireland
Ute Gerda Walker;
Christiane Schulte

Life, language,
and COVID-19:
Quechua and
Shipibo in rural
Peru
Liliana Sanchez;
Helen
Koulidobrova

Long Beach’s
Cambodia Town
Linguistic and
Broadcast
Media
Landscape
Wayne E.
Wright;
Virak Chan

Exploring the genesis
of the English-only
guideline for
teaching English in
Japan: An
intertextual analysis
of policy-making
process

Language Policies in
the Korean Language
Teacher training
program
STREAMED
Author will be
present for live Q&A

Eun Hae Cho
Takeshi Kajigaya
Presentation in both
Japanese and English

Saturday
Plenary
16:15–
17:15

Plenary Session

Organic Forms of Culturally Sustaining Pedagogy, Policy, and
Planning: Disrupting White Settler Colonial Logics of Language,
Race, and Land in South African Hip Hop
H. Samy Alim
UCLA

Introduced by Édouard Laniel-Tremblay
17:15–
17:30

Closing remarks
Amir Kalan & Mela Sarkar (Conference Co-chairs)

Colloquia, discussion sessions and individual papers:
details
Invited Colloquium
A needed shift in language education: Action rather than ‘perfection’
Organizer: Enrica Piccardo, OISE/University of Toronto, Canada
In our increasingly diverse and complex societies, language education is called upon to play a crucial role: individuals
are increasingly dealing with linguistic and cultural diversity and so develop plural repertoires which vary over time.
Learning is thus increasingly seen as a process both in applied linguistics and in psychology and language learning is
conceptualized as ‘languaging’, a never-ending process. At the same time language learning and teaching is
conceptualized as a complex phenomenon, which involves not only the individual but the whole community at the
micro and macro level. In the case of languages this phenomenon is amplified by all the implications of concepts such
as ‘life trajectory’ and ‘plurilingual repertoire’, including the idea that all languages are always active in our brain and
that all cultures we come into contact with leave a mark on our linguistic and cultural blueprint.
All this requires a continuous process of mediation: linguistic mediation, cultural mediation, interpersonal mediation,
textual mediation, pedagogical mediation. And the diverse types of mediation come into play in different
combinations and at different times. In this challenging but also very inspiring panorama, we see some interesting
developments that enrich the teaching (and learning) of languages:
1. Increasingly tools are being developed – like the CEFR with its updated and extended version, the so-called CEFR
Companion Volume – which try to respond to this complexity (e.g., with the new CEFR scales for plurilingual and
pluricultural competence, mediation, phonological competence, and sign language competence)
2. Innovative pedagogical practices and methodologies have been developed and refined which take into
consideration this complexity and try to respond to the need for it, to provide a support to deal with such
complexity, as in the action-oriented approach, plurilingual and mediation practices.
3. Teacher education is no longer seen as simply a form of training, of accessing a static and well-defined body of
knowledge and know-how, but rather the opening to a worldview, the initiation into an educational perspective,
the entering into a community of expertise and practice, in a dynamic and never-ending process.
This symposium tackles this innovative move from various angles, aiming to highlight the change in perspective that
complexification of societies and individual trajectories implies. As the title conveys, it explains why it is necessary to
take a dynamic view in language education, which aligns with the dynamic nature of languages themselves, which are
constantly transforming and evolving, in a process in which change and not achievement is the core value.
Colloquium schedule and papers
14.25 – 14.35 Introduction: Enrica Piccardo
14.35 – 14.50 Paper 1: Brian North
Question period: 5 minutes
14.55 – 15.10 Break
15.10 – 15.25 Paper 2: Diane Querrien
15.25 – 15.40 Paper 3: Danielle Hunter
15.40 – 16.00 Paper 4: Kristin Snoddon & Krishna Madaparthi
Question period: 15 minutes
16.15 – 16.30 Break
16.30 – 16.45 Paper 5: Mirela Cherciov
16.45 – 17.00 Paper 6: Mary Grantham O’Brien
17.00 – 17.15 Paper 7: Enrica Piccardo
Question period: 15 minutes

1. The CEFR between myths and reality: a framework for action
Brian North, Council of Europe
The Common European Framework of Reference for Languages: Learning, teaching, assessment (CEFR: Council of
Europe, 2001) was ahead of its time in introducing to language education concepts like the learner as social agent, an
action-oriented approach to curriculum and pedagogy, mediation as a communicative language activity and the
notion of plurilingualism. The CEFR has now been updated, clarified and extended in the CEFR Companion Volume
(Council of Europe, 2020) following a 2014-20 project that has taken account of developments in theory and practices
since 2001 and provides descriptors for areas not covered in 2001, such as mediation, online interaction,
plurilingual/pluricultural competence and sign languages.
Unfortunately, the fact that the CEFR provides for so many aspects of its descriptive scheme such scales of descriptors
which are “probably the best researched scales of foreign language in the world” (Hulstijn, Alderson & Schoonen,
2010., p. 15) has led to a number of misconceptions, particularly the idea that the CEFR is just a standard for
assessment.
In fact, the aim of the CEFR is to provide a resource to stimulate reflection, networking and reform. The
intergovernmental Language Policy Forum held in 2007 to take stock of CEFR exploitation confirmed that the CEFR’s
main function is to facilitate the sharing of development and experience, thanks to the common metalanguage of
concepts, proficiency categories and levels that it provides. In practice the CEFR has thus been a force for curriculum
renewal across the world (e.g., Byram & Parmenter, 2012; Piccardo, 2020).
The CEFR and even more the new CEFR Companion Volume (CEFR/CV) provide an inspiration for such reform with the
vision of the social agent (co-)constructing meaning and constantly developing their linguistic repertoire. The
descriptors, new and old, are tools for constructive alignment: the involvement of learners in a closely linked process
of planning, teaching and assessment. The descriptors are illustrative and intended for adaptation to local contexts.
The new descriptors for mediation and plurilingual/pluricultural competence underline the CEFR message to broaden
language education beyond the learning of a code to seeing language as an activity and language learning as a lifelong
process.
2. Intégrer didactique de l’action et pluralité : soutenir l’adaptabilité chez les enseignants de langue
Diane Querrien, Concordia University, Canada
Presentation in French
Si les virages actionnel et pluriel ont été empruntés sur le plan théorique (Kubota, 2016; Piccardo et North, 2019), la
mise en œuvre de pratiques d’enseignement dynamiques et complexes constitue toujours un défi dans la formation
des enseignants de langue (Querrien, 2019; Wernicke, 2020). En effet, l’approche actionnelle a connu un indéniable
essor dans le contexte européen – où la médiation occupe d’ailleurs une place grandissante en didactique des langues
et cultures (DDLC) –, mais la formation des enseignants de français langue étrangère ou seconde (FLE/S) n’intègre pas
encore systématiquement les principes issus de ces courants, notamment dans le contexte nord-américain
francophone (Calinon, 2011). Les recherches récentes montrent, par exemple, que les futurs enseignants de FLE/S ne
se sentent pas préparés à soutenir des apprenants plurilingues (Mady et Arnett, 2015), et que l’idéologie monolingue
a toujours tendance à prévaloir dans les croyances (Wernicke, 2017). Une réalité qui fait obstacle à l’inclusion, et ce,
tant en direction des apprenants que des enseignants.
Pour mieux comprendre et dépasser ces écueils, nous avons conduit une étude basée sur la conception auprès de
deux cohortes de futurs enseignants du FLE/S (n1 = 8; n2 = 6) inscrits dans un programme universitaire court de
deuxième cycle. Les objectifs de cette recherche étaient : (1) d’établir comment ont évolué leurs croyances et leurs
perceptions à l’égard d’une didactique intégrative ainsi qu’à l’égard la dimension plurielle en enseignement des
langues; (2) d’étudier dans quelle mesure ils réinvestissaient leurs acquis dans leurs démarches didactiques, et quelles
activités de formation ils identifiaient comme déclencheurs de ces nouvelles pratiques. Pour ce faire, les participants
se sont soumis au début et à la fin du programme au questionnaire de l’échelle des compétences plurilingues et
pluriculturelles (CPP) de Galante (2020), et leurs travaux ont été collectés tout au long du programme pour faire
l’objet d’une analyse phénoménologique (questionnaires de lecture, planifications d’enseignement, journaux de bord,
observations de classe et évaluations des séminaires). Trois participantes de la seconde cohorte ont également
accepté de participer à une entrevue semi-dirigée visant à comprendre les liens entre activités de formation et
progression.

Les résultats montrent qu'en dépit des niveaux élevés de CPP des participants, certains avaient peu de connaissances
des approches plurilingues et interculturelles au début du programme, et elles ne se traduisaient pas
automatiquement en conception didactique. Les activités de formation qui semblent les plus probantes pour les
participants faisaient appel à la dimension collégiale et coopérative de la dynamique de groupe, ainsi qu’aux mises en
situation en langue étrangère qu’ils ou elles ont vécu en cours de formation. Nous concluons la présentation en
discutant des apports et des limites de la préparation aux approches intégrées dans un tel programme court en DDLC.
3. The CEFR’s Action-oriented Approach in a Canadian Context: Policy to Practice
Danielle Hunter, Durham District School Board, Canada
The Common European Framework of Reference (CEFR) has been embedded into language policy around the world,
including within the Canadian province of Ontario.
In The Ontario Curriculum, French as a Second Language, Core French Grades 4-8, Extended French Grades 4-8, French
Immersion Grades 1-8 (Ontario Ministry of Education, 2013) and The Ontario Curriculum, Grades 9-12: French as a
Second Language – Core, Extended, and Immersion French (Ontario Ministry of Education, 2014), concepts from the
CEFR hold significant importance. Of note, the instructional approaches for French as a Second Language (FSL),
outlined in the front context of the above-mentioned policy documents, draw upon the CEFR, stressing that the
action-oriented approach prioritizes meaning over form and promotes the use of authentic tasks within the context of
the classroom environment. With the action-oriented approach anchored in the language policy of the Ontario
Curriculum for FSL, many projects have aimed to bring the action-oriented approach to life in the classroom.
This presentation will provide an overview of the CEFR’s action-oriented approach and will highlight key ideas from
the approach’s newly published theoretical framework. Next, three examples that illustrate the practical application
of the action-oriented approach in the Canadian context will be discussed. These will include From Communicative to
Action-Oriented: Illuminating the Approaches (Piccardo, 2014), Synergies: Settlement, Integration and Language
Learning (Hunter, D., Piccardo, E., and Andrews, A., 2017), and the Canadian Association of Second Language
Teachers’ Action-oriented Approach: Handbook (Hunter, D., Cousineau, D., Collins, G., and Hook, G., 2019).
4. Piloting an Online American Sign Language Teaching Model for Parents of Deaf Children During the COVID-19
Pandemic
Kristin Snoddon, Ryerson University, Canada, & Krishna Madaparthi, Northeastern University, Canada
The COVID-19 pandemic has exacerbated educational inequities for deaf learners who use American Sign Language
(ASL) in addition to other languages (World Federation of the Deaf, 2021). School closures have deprived many deaf
children of regular contact with signing teachers and peers, and have heightened the importance of supporting
parent-child communication in ASL within family homes. Few formal classroom-based or online ASL curricula have
been developed for parents, who have unique learning needs as compared to other second or additional language
learners of ASL, and there has been a lack of research regarding best practices for supporting parents in their ASL
learning (Snoddon, 2015). Previous research has focused on the development and field-testing of two consecutive 14week modules that are intended to explicitly describe and assess parents’ goals and progress in developing receptive,
expressive, interactive, and mediation ASL skills for communication with deaf children and other members of the deaf
community (Snoddon, 2015; 2016; 2017). This study analyzes the efficacy of an online teaching model that utilizes the
Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR) in order to meet the second or additional language
ASL learning needs of parents of deaf children. Over this eight-month study, intensive parent ASL courses were
adapted and developed for rapid implementation of online instruction. Online survey, interview, observational, and
assessment data were gathered regarding participating parents' learning processes and experiences that will inform
ASL teaching practices, resource development, and policymaking to meet the online learning needs of families with
deaf children. The project’s action-oriented and learner-centered approach is consistent with current trends in
language education (Piccardo & North, 2019) specifically in seeking to address the needs of parent learners. It intends
to help bridge an acknowledged gap in supporting families with deaf children (Mauldin, 2016), which has been
exacerbated during the COVID-19 pandemic.

5. Shifts start before entering the classroom: a new take on professional development for FSL teachers
through the co-creation of programs as part of Camerise
Mirela Cherciov, University of Toronto, Canada
The first prototype of a new FSL hub dedicated to sustaining FSL teaching and learning through the creation of
stronger links between practice and research has been launched in June 2021. The three axes of the project address
the following: the first axis brings support to students, schools, parents and bilingual community organizations; the
second axis brings support to B.Ed. students and internationally trained teachers; and the third axis brings support to
teachers through further education and professional development resources.
This talk focuses on the third axis, which encompasses two main elements: on one hand, the development of
research- based open resources that can be co-created by teachers to address their needs and directly benefit their
practice, and, on the other hand, the aggregation and dissemination of existing professional development initiatives
to allow teachers easy access to what the field has to offer. We will, therefore, present the different functionalities
we are developing to provide FSL teachers a space to share the challenges they are facing, the types of resources they
need, the tools to co-create and adapt professional development resources, as well as modalities to stay informed of
other existing initiatives in the field.
Through Camerise, we hope to build a community-driven platform where co-creation, adaptability, user-generated
and user-centered content as well as a stronger dialogue between practice and research can contribute to bringing a
needed shift in the field through a better understanding of the challenges in teaching and learning FSL in Canadian
minority contexts.
6. Speaking to be understood: A shift from the “native norm”
Mary Grantham O’Brien, University of Calgary
Those beginning to learn a language after the age of three tend to speak that language with a foreign accent (i.e.,
pronunciation that deviates from native norms, Long, 2003). Whereas traditional classroom pronunciation training
and assessment focused on achieving an elusive “native speaker norm”, the shift to plurilingual competence means
that the focus of pronunciation training and assessment is now one of mutual understanding. Notions related to
pronunciation accuracy are therefore replaced in the CEFR Companion Volume with those such as “clear”, “flowing”,
“fluent”, and “intelligible.” Moreover, the notion of “phonological control” has been expanded to include both
segmental and prosodic features. This presentation will focus on research-informed practices that promote fluent and
intelligible pronunciation of sounds, prosodic features, and discourse.
7. Dynamic learning through dynamic teaching: plurilingual action-oriented scenarios
Enrica Piccardo, OISE/University of Toronto, Canada
Awareness of the complex nature of our individual linguistic and cultural trajectories (Busch, 2017) and of our
communities (Vertovec, 2007) calls for a new conceptualization of language education, one that provides space and
ways for learners and teachers alike to embrace complexity rather than seek simplification and to recognize the
mediated nature of all language use (Piccardo 2021; Larsen-Freeman & Todeva, 2021).
The talk will introduce the concept of action-oriented scenarios (Piccardo & North, 2019) and explain the way these
scenarios support a shift from learning a language as an object to learning language as an activity, which implies
mediation (Council of Europe, 2020) and languaging (Swain, 2006) / plurilanguaging (Lüdi, 2014; Piccardo, 2017) at
different levels and time scales.
Using examples of action-oriented scenarios created in the Linguistic and cultural diversity (LINCDIRE) research
project, the talk will report data from an ongoing study conducted among primary and secondary school teachers who
used action-oriented scenarios developed in the LINCDIRE project in their language classes (English, French, German,
Spanish and Italian second languages), both in presence and online. Teachers report a shift of attitude in their
learners towards increased awareness of their linguistic and cultural repertoires, a boost in self-efficacy and openness
to collaborative mediated learning.

Discussion sessions and colloquia
Discussion session: Jim Cummins, OISE/University of Toronto, Canada
Rethinking the Education of Multilingual Learners: A Critical Analysis of Theoretical Concepts
This open-ended conversation will focus on issues taken up by Jim Cummins in his forthcoming book of the same title.
Discussion session: Edmund Hamann, Theresa Catalan & Dan Moran, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, USA
Connecting LPP Research to Policy and Practice: A Planning Guide for Starting Dual-Language Immersion Programs
Consistent with Catalano & Waugh, who argue that critical research must do more than leave “the world just as it is”
(Eco, 1976, p. 29), as part of a contract with a federal (USA) equity assistance center, in early 2020 the presenters
helped craft a planning tool for various stakeholders interested in creating dual-language immersion programs in
American public schools. That document needed to be concurrently available to teachers, education administrators,
school board members, and prospective parents of students who would enroll in such a program, so it needed to be
crafted in accessible, but not simplistic language. Yet it was equally important that this accessible guide nonetheless
steer stakeholders who were using it away from certain pitfalls, like the privileging of middle-class, language-majority
parents and their wishes versus attention to those bringing language resources other than English to prospective
programs (Palmer, 2010; Valdez, Freire, and Delavan, 2016). Thus the guide needed to concurrently be researchgrounded, but not ‘researchy’ (i.e., not inaccessible because of its technical nature). Recent work has pointed to other
hazards that dual language (DL) programs need to negotiate (Cervantes-Soon, et al., 2017). This discussion session will
share the planning guide and a new paper that reflects on the design of that guide and the research that undergirded
it. As such, we hope it works as a template for how other LPP researchers might apply their learning and scholarly
insights to program design and praxis.
COLLOQUIUM
Language, migration and participation in European autochthonous/regional minority language contexts:
contesting policy and practice
Organizer: Gwennan Elin Higham, Swansea University, United Kingdom
Discussant: Kathryn Jones, IAITH, Welsh Centre for Language Policy and Planning, United Kingdom
This colloquium will focus on language and migration in autochthonous/regional minority language contexts in western
Europe. Migration is a contentious issue following the political crisis over accommodating refugees in European nationstates from 2015 (Greussing & Boomgarten, 2017). Further pressure has been placed on European states following the
COVID-19 pandemic to ensure the well-being and safety of all its inhabitants, including refugees and asylum-seekers
(Bozorgmehr et al., 2020; COE, 2020).
Following a European-wide rejection of multiculturalism (Vertovec & Wessendorf, 2010), language and migration have
been increasingly linked to integrative and assimilationist policies; the nation-state language largely regarded as the
sole bearer of citizenship and cohesion (Simpson & Whiteside, 2015). While there is much research and discussion
concerning migrants learning the majority state language, this panel will draw from autochthonous/regional minority
language contexts in Europe in which more than one host language is offered to migrants.
In this respect, panellists representing Wales, Scotland, Ireland, Catalonia and Finland will discuss experiences of
migrants as recipients of sub-state or local/regional language policies. Drawing on ethnographically-informed data, this
panel will draw on findings which compare and contrast national and regional government ideologies and policies with
data on migrants’ attitudes, ideologies and practices vis-à-vis language learning.
Despite the divergences in the social and political status of each context, the panel will challenge assumptions of
monolingual ideologies and teaching methods, highlighting opportunities and challenges to participation through
language(s) as viewed by migrants. The result will highlight the possible role of migrant new speakers for the vitality of
these language communities and as well as consider, in turn, how migrant new speakers can shape the future of
language policy and planning in autochthonous/regional minority language contexts.

Colloquium schedule and papers
10.15 – 10.45 Paper 1: Maite Puigdevall
10.45 – 11.15 Paper 2: Sarah Cox
11.15 – 11.45 Paper 3: Cassie Smith-Christmas
Lunch Break
13.00 – 13.30 Paper 4: Sarah Tierney
13.30 – 14.00 Paper 5: Gwennan Higham
14.00 – 14.30 Discussant: Kathryn Jones
1.

Newcomers learning Catalan in informal settings: an ethnographic study of “Volunteering for the language”
(VxLl) scheme
Maite Puigdevall, Universitat Oberta de Catalunya

Learning the languages of receiving communities is consistently presented as one of the requirements for immigrants
to overcome barriers and progress economically. In recent years, European governments brought citizens to believe
that they demand, and at the same time facilitate newcomers to learn, the language, and have been imposing linguistic
tests to access citizenship, while investing in language courses. However, they have not paid attention to the processes
that facilitate or make it difficult for newcomers to have access to social spaces where they can work and develop their
language skills.
We have studied how newcomers to Catalonia learn Catalan and gain access (or not) to social spaces where this
language is spoken. We have found that a large part of the immigrant population living in Catalonia experiences
segregation and exclusion in multiple public and private spaces: place of residence, school of children and access to
civil society. We have also found out the importance of the existence of open, porous spaces where speakers of
different profiles and origins can mix, interact, and transit.
In this communication we want to present the results of an ethnographic study about learning Catalan and social
integration in the Voluntariat per la Llengua program of the Consortium for Linguistic Normalization. Based on an
ethnographic approach, we have examined how this space facilitates (or not) what we call "linguistic muda" (Pujolar &
Gonzalez 2013; Pujolar & Puigdevall 2015), the reorganization of the repertoire for accessing new spaces of social
relationships. In short, we want to identify how the different language mudes affect access to symbolic and economic
capital in the Catalan language market (Bourdieu, 1982) and how social policies in Catalonia at large favour or hinder
access to Catalan.
2.

Supporting reunited refugee families in Scotland through an ecological, multilingual approach to language
learning
Sarah Cox, Glasgow University

Scotland is recognised as one of the few refugee receiving countries to make an active and sustained investment to
support refugee integration (Scottish Government, 2018). The importance of language learning is recognised within
Scotland's New Scots refugee integration strategy which values a multilingual approach and promotes opportunities
for refugees to share their languages in positive ways as part of 'two-way' integration (Scottish Government, 2018). A
growing body of academic literature also recognises the need for decolonising and multilingual approaches to language
learning which reflect the 'multilingual realities' of ESOL learners' lives (Simpson & Cooke, 2017). However, most
current ESOL provision in Scotland is delivered in 'English only' settings and is underpinned by monolingual teaching
methods.
This presentation considers how policy, practice, and academic literature intersect within language learning in the
Scottish context by presenting findings from a five-month teaching study working with refugee families who had
recently arrived in Scotland through the British Red Cross Family Reunion Integration Service. Using Critical
Participatory Action Research and underpinned by decolonising methodology, the study explored an ecological and
multilingual approach to language learning by drawing on principles of translanguaging (García & Wei, 2014) as 'twoway integration.’ The findings illustrate the powerful impact of reducing the status of English and placing the

participants' languages on a more equal footing, an approach which the participants felt increased their confidence
and 'empowered' them to learn.
3.

Migrant families’ access to the Irish Language: The need for a broader approach
Cassie Smith-Christmas, National University of Ireland, Galway

Based within a ‘Family Language Policy’ (‘FLP’) framework, this paper examines how families with migrant backgrounds
orient to the autochthonous minority language Irish. One of the hallmarks of Irish language revitalisation—which has
been deemed one of failure in some respects by well-known language policy theorists (e.g. Spolsky, 2004, p. 223; Lo
Bianco, 2012, p. 518)— is Irish as a compulsory subject in education. This paper argues that although there certainly is
scope for improvement in Irish-in-education as a revitalisation strategy, when taking a family-centred approach to Irishin-education, the benefits become more tangible. In exploring this premise, this paper centres on four families living in
Galway, Ireland, two of whom use Polish as their main home language and two of whom use Kurdish. The project draws
on self-recorded family interactions and researcher recordings of family interactions/interviews to analyse how
learning Irish provides children—as well as caregivers, who often help their children with Irish language schoolwork—
an additional way in which they may index belonging to the new society in which they live. It also analyses how Irish
provides a tool for parents to foster children’s metalinguistic awareness of their home language. The paper concludes
by discussing the key language policy implication of this paper: that in order to strengthen the impact of Irish-ineducation as a revitalisation strategy, as well as to build a more inclusive Irish society, there needs to be greater
emphasis on providing parents of migrant backgrounds access to Irish, rather than focusing solely on the children’s
access to the language.
4. Asylum Seeking womxn and Welshness: An exploration of ethno-cultural identity, language ideology and policy
in Wales
Sarah Tierney, Swansea University, United Kingdom
Globalisation has created a surge in the movement of people across nation-state boundaries, prompting municipal
authorities to become epicentres for diverse expressions of language, connection, differentiation, and indeed, status
(Blommaert & Rampton, 2012). Yet diversification (superdiversity) engendered by economic and forced migration—a
‘key ingredient’ of our contemporary reality, according to Blommaert (2009:30)—results in many individuals “failing”
to neatly fit into nation-state and societal constructions of both “acceptable” personhood and “authentic” speaker. In
short, contemporary globality is linked with issues of global power, inequality and (linguistic) capital influence. This
suggests that those who fall outside societally ascribed understandings of acceptability—not least, Refugees and
Asylum Seekers (RAS)—are, more often than not, marked by their vulnerability as the outsider (Goebel, 2014; Spotti
et al, 2019). With this in mind, the focus of this ethnographically-informed research is the experiences of RAS womxn
re-settling in two refugee dispersal cities in Wales—Wrecsam and Casnewydd—which have the infrastructure in place
to support integration and cohesion. Specifically, this paper will investigate how researching the perceptions of
Welshness, local identities, experiences and ideologies of RAS womxn could offer insight into understanding the ways
in which the (possible) local policy enactments and negotiations of Welsh language communities can bring status,
connection and exclusion.
5. Migrants, multilingualism, and the Welsh language: redefining linguistic integration in bilingual Wales
Gwennan Elin Higham, Swansea University, United Kingdom
Like many European nation states, the UK Government is set on reducing the number of migrants within their borders
by practising a ‘hostile environment’ policy (Simpson 2020). The Welsh Government is an example of a devolved
government in the UK that exercises a different sub-state version of integration. By launching its strategy to become
the world’s first Nation of Sanctuary, the Welsh Government desires to portray Wales as a hospitable people and
nation (Welsh Government 2019). While the UK’s integration model is based on allegiance to the English language
and culture, Wales propagates bilingualism. Strategies such as ‘Cymraeg 2050: A million Welsh speakers’, aim to
increase the number of Welsh speakers from all spheres, ages and backgrounds. Nevertheless, language provision for

migrants has been focused on the English language, indicating that linguistic integration in Wales is modelled on UK
monolingualism.
This presentation will focus on ethnographically-informed data with recent international migrants to Wales, their
experiences of learning Welsh and contact with local people. In contrast to monolingual top-down ideologies and
practices on linguistic integration, findings suggest that participants consider Welsh as a resource for social and
economic investment as well as a form of empowerment to change, challenge what it means to be a citizen of Wales
and a new speaker of Welsh. While Welsh language classes for migrants provide a means to share and negotiate
multilingual experiences and understandings of belonging (Augustyniak & Higham 2019), barriers remain regarding
social isolation, loneliness, and participation. A revised view of what is means to be ‘hosts’ and provide linguistic
hospitality (Kearney 2021) in a minoritized language community will thus be put forward.
COLLOQUIUM
“Foreign Languages”: Nationalist Monolingualism and Linguistic Minority Resistance in the Middle East
Organizer: Blair Morris Kuntz, University of Toronto, Canada
Discussant: Mahdi Ganjavi, University of Toronto, Canada
Historically, the transcontinental region in Afro-Eurasia known as the Middle East has always consisted of a rich
tapestry of linguistic, ethnic, and religious identities. Before the rise of the modern nationalism of the twentieth
century, their language varieties were for the most part respected and unharmed. The Ottoman Empire (late 13th
century-1922) allowed the publication of newspapers, magazines and books in many languages and permitted them
as a language of instruction in schools as well. Likewise, under the decentralized Qajar Empire in Iran (1794-1925),
linguistic varieties were mostly not threatened. However, the rise of nationalism witnessed the rise of enforced
monolingualism and the suppression of minority languages as well as attempts to assimilate linguistic minorities. The
modern state of Turkey, for example, established in 1923, quickly moved to limit the rights of non-Turkish speaking
linguistic minorities. In Iran, after the establishment of the Pahlavi dynasty in 1925, the policy of Persian-language
dominance and assimilation of linguistic minorities began in earnest and Persian, like Turkish in Turkey, became the
only language permitted to be taught in public schools as well as used in governmental communication. Later, the
Cold War rivalry which saw American imperialist intervention in language policy in Iran in actualizing literacy
campaigns worked to entrench the domination of the official Persian language rather than ensure minority language
protection. Nonetheless, despite the suppression of linguistic rights within artificially created borders, the Middle
East, like almost all places in the world, remains a multilingual sphere and linguistic minorities generate daily and
community resistance to the suppression of their rights to ensure the survival of their cultures. This colloquium will
study the rise and implementation of mono-lingual policies in Iran and Turkey historically, as well as explore the
achievements and limitations of community resistance to the processes of language assimilation.
1.

Development of Literacy Campaigns in Iran: the Franklin Book Programs, State and Language Policy in Cold
War Iran
Mahdi Ganjavi, University of Toronto, Canada
Presentation in Persian with slides in English

In this paper, through an archival and historical study of the joint effort by the Franklin Book Programs (FBP) and the
Iranian State in the production and distribution of educational supplements during the 1960s and 1970s campaign
against illiteracy, I will discuss the intersection between imperialism, state, and monolingual language policies in Iran
during the Cold War. The FBP was a private not-for-profit American organization founded in 1952. It was funded by
United States (U.S.) government agencies as well as private corporations. The FBP initially intended to promote U.S.
liberal bourgeois values through the translation of U.S. books and also to create appropriate markets for U.S. books in
‘Third World’ countries. However, from this initial objective of exporting U.S. values to rival the influence of Soviet
socialism, the FBP evolved into an international educational development program publishing university textbooks,
schoolbooks, and supplementary readings. In 1964, the Tehran Branch of FBP joined Iran’s Ministry of Education to
establish the Educational Publications Centre (EPC). The EPC was founded to prepare, produce, and distribute
wholesome, inexpensive supplementary reading materials for children, teenagers, and youth. Another objective was
to instruct teachers in teaching methods. The EPC further aimed to teach Persian as the “national” language to the
students. To do so, the EPC began publishing the Payk magazine series, the first systematic publications of

educational supplementary reading materials inside Iran. Payks were biweekly illustrated magazines that were
distributed at a low price to all elementary and high schools in the country, even in the remotest locales. Through an
archival study of five hundred issues of the Payks' educational journals, the FBP records and historical investigation
into the Iranian state's language policies, I will show that Iranian state linguistic discrimination was sponsored and
technically abetted by US imperialism as part of its cultural Cold War policies.
2.

Underground Azerbaijani Language and Culture Classes for Children in Tabriz, Iran: A Story of Resistance
Against Assimilation
Lale Javanshir, University of Toronto, Canada

Iran is a multi-lingual country; however, in the modern period, after the Pahlavi regime seized power, the national
identity was built on Persian language and culture, and the languages and cultures of minority peoples were forcibly
marginalized. The marginalization was actively supported by many state-supported institutions. Official institutions
and intellectuals viewed minorities as foreign influences that needed to be eliminated. These centres even suggested
that children be separated from their families at infancy and taken to Iran’s central provinces. They aimed to
completely eradicate the languages of non-Persian ethnicities, especially the Turkish language in the Azerbaijan
region of Iran. Although the assimilation process lessened after the 1979 Islamic Revolution, it remained and
continued in a different form. Articles 15 and 19 of the post-revolution constitution, which provides minoritylanguage instruction alongside Persian in primary schools, became only symbolic and never came into effect.
Azerbaijanis have resisted the policies of assimilation in many forms, one of them being the underground language
and culture classes formed by cultural activists in Tabriz. This paper will focus on the activities and teaching methods
of one of them, known as Durnalar (“the Cranes”). I will discuss their objectives, the effectiveness of their teaching
methods, and their achievements and outcomes. These classes began in the 1990s when a group of Azerbaijani
cultural activists started teaching reading and writing of their mother tongue in underground sessions in houses.
Later, the classes were organized, scheduled, and taught by the adults who participated in the weekly language and
history seminars by Dr. Mohammad Taghi Zehtabi, who became a victim of a series of politically-motivated murders
of intellectuals in 2001. The number of classes gradually grew as children who graduated from the sessions became
old enough to establish their own weekly sessions in Tabriz and other Azerbaijani cities where they were university
students.
3. Intolerant Nationalisms and the Plight of Arabic in Iran and Turkey
Blair Kuntz, University of Toronto, Canada
Although Arabic is the largest language grouping in the Middle East, in Turkey and Iran, it is a minority one. Along with
other minority languages in both countries, Arabic is repressed and marginalized. Both countries centralized state
control over regions with large Arab populations as part of the nation state building process between the two world
wars. The Iranian shah, Reza Pahlavi, overthrew the sheikh of the autonomous emirate of Western Khuzestan in 1925
and centralized the province into Iran. Meanwhile, Turkey acquired the province of Hatay, which borders modern-day
Syria, after a 1939 referendum that many Arabs claimed was rigged as the Turkish government organized tens of
thousands of citizens outside the province to vote. In both countries, the policies towards the Arabic-language
minorities have been remarkably similar. Both countries have re-named geographic names with Turkish or Persian,
both have witnessed the re-location of majority Turkish or Persian-language speakers into their regions, and both
have been subject to forced majority-language education assimilation and denied the public right to education in
their own language. In Iran, Arabic-language print and other media have been subject to censorship and closure while
in Turkey the Hatay municipality in 2017 forced the removal of Arabic-language shop signs due to alleged “visual
pollution.” This paper situates the repression of Arabic and other minority languages in Turkey and Iran in the context
of Hannah Arendt’s observation regarding how nationalism and modern nation-states since the First World War have
become increasingly intolerant of minority populations within their artificially created borders. Moreover, the
restrictive minority-language policies are remarkably short-sighted considering the precarious situation for Turkish
and Persian language minorities in other neighboring nation-states in the region. This situation contrasts with the
prior establishment of the nation-state wherein linguistic minorities were not subjected to attempts aimed at
assimilation.

COLLOQUIUM
Bi-Multi-Pluri-lingualism in Brazil: emancipatory, rhizomatic and decolonial educational implications
Organizers: Paulo Roberto Massaro, Universidade de São Paulo, Brazil; Lauro Sérgio Machado Pereira, Instituto
Federal Norte de Minas Gerais, Brazil
Discussant: Lauro Sérgio Machado Pereira, Instituto Federal Norte de Minas Gerais, Brazil
Analysing the notions of bilingualism, multilingualism and plurilingualism from perspectives which, although diverse,
are shown in certain interrelated and complementary aspects, namely Critical Applied Linguistics (Pennycook, 2001),
Critical Discourse Analysis (Fairclough, 2001) and French Discourse Analysis (Bakhtin, 1979; 2011; Maingueneau,
2010), it is intended to discuss in this symposium top-down language policies that as a rule erase the multiple
character in favor of universalization - both in Basic and Higher Education - of the English language, considered as the
only international vehicular language. In contrast, bottom-up dialogical proposalsinvite the educational community to
reflect on their local contexts, their needs and, consequently, to elaborate emancipatory programs (Freire, 1996) and
plurilingual programs, aiming not only at the development of transversal language skills for the empowerment of
socially marginalized, economically vulnerable, linguistically silenced communities in Brazil, but also for a discursive
practice engaged in networks of internationalization (Knight, 2003) of knowledge, both in terms of the pole of
reception and the pole of production. Seeking to question official documents such as the Universal Declaration of
Linguistic Rights (UNESCO, 1996) and the Common National Curriculum Base (Brazil, 2016), among others, the works
included in this symposium indicate possible paths for the disengagement of curricula (Engeström, 2002; Liberali,
2019), taking into consideration the impacts on the teaching-learning process of mother tongue and additional
languages, and of methodological parameters coming from either the Pedagogy of Multiliteracies (Kalantzis & Cope,
2000, 2006), or the Littératie Médiatique Multimodale (Lebrun; Lacelle; and Boutin, 2012), as well as Translanguaging
(García, 2009). In conclusion, the symposium highlights the urgency of transformation: from initial and continued
education programs for teachers of a given language towards a conception of this education that is plurilingual and
rhizomatic (Deleuze & Guattari, 2004), making multiple connections possible in a constant flow of deterritorialization
and reterritorialization.
1. Language policies for the internationalized education of language teachers in Brazil:
critical reflections on the CAPES-PrInt and “Future-se” programs
Lauro Sérgio Machado Pereira, Instituto Federal Norte de Minas Gerais, Brazil
Presentation in English with slides in French and English
The language policy construct presents a complexity of terminological (in) definitions that often interferes with the
design of official language policies, as well as influences the process of implementing specific actions in the areas of
teaching, research, service, internationalization and innovation in educational contexts. Therefore, there are language
policies thought from a top-down and imposing perspective without considering the interests of the institutional
actors (teachers, students and administrative technicians), which goes against a bottom-up dialogical proposal, which
invites the educational community to reflect on their needs and make decisions. With this reflection in mind, the
objective is to discuss, from the perspective of Critical Applied Linguistics (CAL) and studies on decoloniality, the
proposals for language policies for the internationalized education of language teachers present in the Future-se
Program and in the Institutional Program for Internationalization – CAPES-PrInt. The first program, as shown on the
website of the Ministry of Education of Brazil (MEC), was built to allow greater autonomy in the financial
management of universities and federal education institutes and to encourage the entrepreneurship of these
institutions. The second program aims to implement and consolidate the internationalization plans of the institutions
contemplated in the areas of knowledge prioritized by them. Methodologically, these two policies are analyzed
through Content Analysis, which appropriates systematic norms in order to extract thematic meanings from a text in
order to interpret it objectively. In this way, it is possible to make some considerations about the perspective of
language and internationalization policies constructed in the discourse of the referred official documents, discussing
whether it is geared towards collaboration and social development or to attend solely to market interests.

2.

Linguistic Internationalization Policies and Professional and Technological Education in Brazil:
a critical analysis with a focus on language teaching
Renata Mourão Guimarães, Instituto Federal de Brasília, Brazil
Presentation in Spanish and Brazilian Portuguese with slides in French and English

Internationalization has been discussed in the planning of institutions based on teaching, research and extension.
There is also a consensus among researchers about the inevitability of educational internationalization. In this case,
we can say that internationalization, as an agent or reagent of the novelties coming from globalization, is underlying
the institutional ordering of higher education (and in the Brazilian case, also of institutions of Professional and
Technological Education - EFA), as a utopia, goal, trump card, path or imposition. In the latter case, the
internationalization of education has been discussed as a requirement of economic globalization and language
policies as a tool of servility for actions of neoliberal logic. In this scenario, this academic paper proposes to critically
analyze the linguistic policies directed to the internationalization of the Brazilian EFA, problematizing such meanings
and seeking elements to understand internationalization as an integral and transversal process, from a perspective
situated in a Latin American context, indicating possible paths for policy making, based on the principles of interaction
and cooperation in Freirian terms, agency, decolonialism, dialogicity, among others. We will draw theoretically on the
fields of knowledge of Critical Applied Linguistics (CAL) and related critical areas of the Social and Human Sciences
(mainly Critical Education) in studies on Linguistic Policies (Glottopolitics) and Internationalization of Education.
Methodologically, the research is qualitative and descriptive, aimed at the critical analysis of the institutionalized
official documents that discuss internationalization in line with the Linguistic Policies for the teaching of
foreign/additional languages (LE/LA) of the Federal Institutes (member of the national EFA). We intend to generate
elements for critical reflection and broadening the debate on the role of LE/LA in educational internationalization, as
well as to indicate possible paths for the elaboration of disencapsulated policies, in the processes of dialogue in
progress.
3. Internationalization for deaf people: about the right to come and go
Valdiceia Tavares Dos Santos, Universidade de Brasília, Brazil
Presen Presentation in LIBRAS and Brazilian Portuguese with slides in French and English
The main objective of this work is to identify proposals for internationalization for deaf people in universities and
federal institutes and what actions have been taken to make this policy effective. The globalization process highlights
the emergence in the creation of policies that enable the breaking of territorial barriers. In the case of deaf people, it
is even more urgent, since they cannot always establish dialogue in their geographic territory, as there are no sign
language speakers among their families, since 95% of the deaf are children of non-deaf parents. This is documentary
research from the perspective of Critical Applied Linguistics, carried out within the scope of universities and federal
institutes that already have some proposal to assist deaf people. The discussion on internationalization policies for
the deaf that this investigation proposes, will be based on the Universal Declaration of Linguistic Rights from a
decolonial perspective. This investigation that may contribute to new public policy proposals for this group, as well as
for the reflection on the right to come and go for every citizen.
4. Les processus d’internationalisation des Universités Brésiliennes:vers une approche plurilingue,
translangagière et décoloniale
Paulo Roberto Massaro, Universidade de São Paulo, Brazil
Presentation in French with slides in English and Brazilian Portuguese
En nous concentrant sur l'internationalisation (Knight, 2003) des universités brésiliennes, nous nous proposons de
discuter des politiques institutionnelles descendantes contrastées aux demandes langagières et aux besoins
linguistiques de sujets (enseignants et étudiants), aussi impliqués dans une communauté universitaire locale que dans
des communautés mondialisées. Cette discussion vise à détecter des éléments menant à la formulation de
propositions ascendantes, caractérisées par le plurilinguisme, la décolonialité et l'autonomisation discursive. En plus
d'établir un bref aperçu de l'évolution des enjeux des politiques mises en œuvre au cours des 40 dernières années,

nous nous pencherons sur les défis auxquels sont confrontés les formateurs, à partir de l'analyse des besoins
plurilingues engendrés d'une part par la mondialisation et, d'autre part, par la littératie médiatique multimodale
(Lebrun; Lacelle; Boutin, 2012). À contre-courant des politiques linguistiques axées sur l'anglais comme seul vecteur
d'échange académique international, nous analyserons les paramètres nécessaires à la formulation de propositions
de formation universitaire favorisant l’autonomie discursive des sujets, dûe, d’une part, au translangage (García,
2009) et, d'autre part, grâce à la rupture des genres académiques à travers une praxis discursive intermédiatique
(Rajewsky, 2012). À cette fin, nous exploiterons l'imbrication des présuposés de la Linguistique Appliquée Critique
(Pennycook, 2001) aux procédures d'analyse des discours (issues des recherches menées par le Centre de recherche
sur les discours ordinaires et spécialisés de l'Université de Paris III - La Sorbonne Nouvelle), tout en considérant aussi
des contraintes institutionnelles, liées aux programmes d'internationalisation; des actions qui incluent, en plus de la
mobilité internationale classique, ainsi que d'autres produits récurrents, la modalité de mobilité virtuelle (O'Dowd,
2018), celle-ci n’existant que dans certaines universités brésiliennes; autrement dit, une stratégie
d'internationalisation à domicile, par le biais de la création sur place de réseaux multinationaux de professionnels et
d'étudiants, natifs de plusieurs langues, interconnectés en faveur d’un apprentissage mondialisé.
5.

Practiced and declared linguistic policies in the Brazilian context: focus on BNCC
Dllubia Santclair Matias, Secretaria de Estado de Educação de Goiás, Brazil
Presentation in English with slides in French and Brazilian Portuguese

This study aims to discuss language policies being implemented in Brazil. In view of the problem that the teacher had
his initial training guided by a declared monolingual policy and needing to act in a scenario of practiced multilingual
policies, it is essential to understand if the Base Nacional Comum Curricular (BNCC) (Brazil, 2016), the most recent
educational linguistic policy in the country, in a downward perspective, legitimizes the linguistic and cultural
multiplicity that constitutes the Brazilian territory. This defense is based on the understanding that Brazil, being a
multilingual country in the context of the social phenomenon, shelters individuals who make practiced linguistic
policies, by making subjective choices in communicating in one language and not another that is declared (Spolsky,
2016). The focus is on the problematization of the notions of bilingualism and / or multilingualism that are made
explicit or refracted in the BNCC (Brasil, 2016) in foreign language area. For this, a bibliographic and documentary
research is carried out with the purpose of analyzing the types of bilingualism that are contemplated in this
document. Based on elements of the monoglossic and heteroglossic views of language (Cavalcanti, 1999; Garcia,
2009; Megale, 2019), we discuss the implications of these views for the formation and practices of language teachers
oriented by this linguistic policy.
COLLOQUIUM
Policy Development in English Education and Multilingualism: Possibilities for Future Collaboration
Organizer and discussant: Kashif Raza, University of Calgary, Canada
One of the objections that TESOL has faced over time is that when promoting English as an additional language in a
country or a community, local and Indigenous languages are often ignored and suppressed. At the same time,
migrants in countries where English is widely spoken may find that the language resources they have relied on for
previous schooling are seen as little more than stepping stones on a path to English. TESOL as a field must address
these concerns by devising policies that do not enhance English language skills at the expense of ability to use other
languages, policies which respect and promote diversity in communities. Equally important is the representation of
local teaching practices, beliefs and contexts when designing and implementing a language policy for a specific
setting. Policy development is too often focused on national or supranational levels, ignoring the necessity of giving
importance to the ground realities (Ramanathan & Morgan, 2007). The chapters in this colloquium show that policies
for a re-imagined TESOL begin with a clear ideological stance on the equal value of all languages and all linguistic
resources. They also show that it is possible to teach English in ways that continue to build literacy and competency in
other languages while modeling and scaffolding multilingual communication. Finally, they remind us that policy is only
as useful as the willingness and ability to implement it.
The colloquium will start with an overview of the objectives and the structure of the session for 10 minutes, followed
by six chapter presentations, each consisting of a 20-minute discussion by the presenter(s) and a 7-minute question
and answer period. The last eight minutes will be used to wrap up the colloquium or respond to audience queries.

1. Enacting a Multilingual Policy for Economic Growth: Exploiting the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
Project to Create Linguistic Harmony in Pakistan
Kashif Raza, University of Calgary, Canada
A multilingual workforce, as research on language and economy manifests, is comparatively advantageous for
economic growth. However, there is a scarcity of economic models that are built for or by a multilingual human
resource. One continued obstruction in the creation of economies that benefit (from) a linguistically diverse
community is the dominance of a single language or a lingua franca such as English. It is not easy to create a balance
between a dominating language and minor or local languages. Pakistan, a linguistically diverse country, faces an
identical situation where English, spoken by only 8%, and now Mandarin, are heavily used at the expense of its
vernaculars in the operationalization of the China Pakistan Economic Corridor project (CPEC-P). This chapter
proposed manipulating a multimillion-dollar economic project, the CPEC-P, as a platform to elevate the status of
Pakistan’s national and local languages against English and Mandarin through a multilingual economic policy
enactment. The session will start by introducing the issue of linguistic imbalance in Pakistan followed by an overview
of the CPEC-P and its contribution in the development of English and Mandarin. Then a discussion on the challenges
and issues caused by the development of selective languages and their role in the decline of linguistic diversity will be
provided. The session will conclude with an overview of the proposal for the creation of language harmony in
Pakistan through the utilization of the CPEC-P as an economic platform. Audience participation will be welcomed
towards the end of the session.
2. Walking a Fine Line: Balancing English Language Skills Development as Pragmatic Need & Multilingual
Imperatives in EMI Language Policies in Higher Education
Shelley Taylor, Western University, Canada
English as a medium of instruction (EMI) is a rapidly growing phenomenon in higher education that involves teaching
academic subjects through the medium of English in countries where the first language of the population is generally
not English (Dearden, 2014). Though frequently seen as a way to support a university’s internationalization process,
EMI represents a change to national language policy. Prioritizing the use of English can diminish national language use
by enabling international students and faculty members to by-pass learning (smaller) national languages; it can also
influence teaching policies and practices (Phillipson, 2015). Additional growing pains in EMI programs relate to TESOL,
including how to address English when it is not taught as a subject and is viewed as a means rather than an end.
To address the impact of ‘Englishization’ that EMI might have on smaller European languages, the Nordic Council (2007)
introduced a policy of “parallel language” use (or concurrent use of several languages), including strategies to prevent
a single language (English) from devaluing or replacing local languages. The study discussed in this talk takes a bottomup view of the role EMI professors’ lived experiences and language ideologies can play in their enactment of parallel
language policy and adoption of initiatives in a Nordic university. Framed on theories linking (monolingual) ideologies
and policies, the findings highlight how the positioning of EMI professors aware of their students’ linguistic resources
may shift in response to their views of pragmatic solutions to students’ language-related academic challenges. In the
future, TESOL leaders must seek opportunities to align English and parallel language development in EMI and raise
policymakers’ awareness of the role of multilingualism in internationalization.
3. Policy and Pedagogical Reform in Higher Education: Embracing Multilingualism
Maria Chiras & Angelica Galante, McGill University, Canada
Although linguistic and cultural diversity is a reality in many countries, including Canada, this diversity is still largely
overlooked in educational settings (Kiernan, 2014). Despite the need to support multilingual speakers’ development
of English, the growing prevalence of standardization and competency-based criteria in higher education is
problematic. In Quebec, Canada, language and education policies legislate a unique linguistic landscape, privileging
monolingual ideologies in language education which can marginalize students who have diverse and complex
language and education backgrounds and experiences (Groff, Pilote & Vieux-Fort, 2016).

This presentation focuses on English-speaking higher education policies in the super-diverse city of Montreal. It first
examines provincial (Quebec) and federal (Canadian) policies on language and language education as well as
multicultural and intercultural policy texts from a historical perspective. We show how these policies have permeated
higher education and expose the detrimental consequences for multilingual students.
Three research questions have guided our analysis: 1) How do policy documents produce discursive assumptions
about speaking, writing, and multilingualism? 2) How do policy texts and discourses about language education
position multilingual students as learners within higher education? 3) How do discourses about language and writing
in policy texts shape high-stakes genres (e.g., the essay) with powerful gatekeeping functions?
We highlight the incongruencies between official language policy and societal multilingualism and make an urgent
call for multilingual approaches in higher education from bottom-up to initiate opportunities for curriculum and
policy reform in language education at the policy level. We argue that stakeholders at the school level (e.g., teachers,
students) can initiate change at grassroots level to push for change in language policy at the provincial, national and
international level.
We conclude by reimagining English language teaching in higher education in superdiverse contexts so that the
repertoire of multilingual speakers is not only valued but a rich resource of knowledge. The results presented have
implications for higher education in Canada and other contexts.
4. Reimagining English as a native language in Singapore: Exploring the concept of Third Space within a
postcolonial country
Catherine Chua, University of Calgary, Canada
Similar to many Asian countries, the language ecology in Singapore has always been diverse, rich and complex due to
the influx of migrants from different parts of the world. Singapore inherited English during the colonial period and
ever since then English has played an important part in the development of Singapore. After gaining independence in
1965, the Singapore government implemented an ‘English + 1’ bilingual policy in 1966 in an attempt to transform
Singapore into an educated English-knowing country. This bilingual policy requires learning English as the first
language and one other official languages, i.e., Mandarin, Malay and Tamil as the second language. Although in the
early years, English was regarded as a foreign language for most Singaporeans, the bilingual policy has successfully
positioned English as the most important language to acquire, and transformed most Singaporeans into ‘Englishknowing’ bilinguals (Chua, 2011). Moreover, Singapore’s top position in the latest Programme for International
Student Assessment (PISA) for reading, mathematics and science has further solidified the importance of English
locally. Therefore, unlike many other countries where English is regarded as a foreign language or a second language,
English has become the first and ‘native’ language for many younger Singaporeans. This session discusses the
possibility of reimagining English as a native language for Singaporeans through the concept of the ‘Third Space’, and
explores how this would impact the country’s sociocultural identity in the future especially when Standard Singapore
English is spoken with a local accent. This session provides an opportunity for discussion on the status of English in
post-colonial countries, and challenges the idea of native language.
5. The Ideologies of English as Foreign Language (EFL) Educational Policies in Korea: The Case of Teacher
Recruitment and Teacher Education
Youngeun Jee & Guofang Li, University of British Columbia, Canada
In an era of globalization, national borders are becoming blurred due to the development of technology. Thus, one’s
ability to communicate with speakers from various backgrounds is deemed more important. In line with this change,
current scholarship in the field of English education argues for the legitimacy of EIL (English as an international
language) (Li, 2017; Matsuda & Matsuda, 2018). In this paradigm, scholars critique standard English norms of specific
countries, and instead argue that the diversity in the use of English should be recognized and accepted by English
users around the world. Furthermore, students’ lack of exposure to various English-speaking contexts can prevent
them from being engaged in communication, when involving English speakers with different linguistic and cultural
backgrounds.
Despite the aforementioned, considerable literature has revealed that South Korean K-12 stakeholders hold native
English speakerism and ideologies. This favors standard English norms and native English speakers from certain

countries (Cho, 2017; Ra, 2019). In order to identify the gaps between the current scholarships and teaching practice
in Korea, we first reviewed policies with regard to the selection criteria for native-English speaking teachers through
EPIK (English program in Korea), which allows teachers from only 7 English-speaking countries. Secondly, we
investigated overall qualifications for becoming Korean secondary English teachers through criteria for teacher
examination, teacher certificate, and curriculum in a secondary teacher preparation program as examples.
In conclusion, an investigation of educational policies that affect recruitment and teacher education revealed that
both cases support the prevalence of monolingual native-speakerism and standard English ideologies in the field of
English education. The focus also has been more on American or British literature and linguistic content knowledge,
rather than teachers’ authentic language use. This discrepancy between the scholarship embracing for EIL and actual
teacher education and recruitment policies implemented in Korean, calls for policy reforms.
6.

A Bourdieusian and Post-colonial approach towards collaboration between Native and Non-Native Speaker
English Teachers
Qinghua Chen & Angel Lin, Simon Fraser University, Canada

TESOL policy makers and researchers have discussed extensively about issues concerning Native Speaker English
Teacher (NESTs) and Non-native Speaker English teachers (NNESTs). Some have sought to deconstruct the ideology of
this dual group distinction (e.g. Lin & Motha, 2020). Some have proposed educational policies to encourage
collaboration between the two groups, based on their research on the teachers’ professional identity construction
and students’ perceptions of them (Guo et al, 2019; Huang, 2019). However, relative few studies have focused on the
power dynamics between these two teacher groups in educational institutions, which can play a significant role in the
implementation of NESTs-NNESTs collaboration policies.
The preliminary findings show that the NNESTs are often aware of various forms of symbolic violence (Bourdieu &
Passeron, 1996) they experience when collaborating with NESTs. They also demonstrate that many NNESTs have
resisted such violence by presenting their social or cultural capital other than English proficiency (e.g., recognized
credentials, classroom management skills) or avoiding being compared with NESTs by students. However, these
resistive strategies fail to be very effective because they do not directly challenge the unparalleled symbolic power of
“native English” which often impedes NESTs-NNESTs collaboration through hindering NNESTs’ ability, willingness, or
confidence to contribute (Lin & Motha, 2020).
Based on this insight, we argue for a more effective measure in reducing such symbolic violence: to
raise/increase/escalate the importance of the “non-native” English that NNESTs can draw on to maximize the
collaboration’s benefits on students. We will conclude the study with an appeal for more critical approaches in TESOL
policy making and research.
COLLOQUIUM
English-Medium Instruction (EMI) Policy in Asia: Unsettling language ideologies and plurilingual/translingual
pedagogies
Organizers: Pramod Sah, University of British Columbia, Canada; Prem Phyak, Tribhuvan University, Nepal
Discussant: Angel Lin, Simon Fraser University, Canada
English is increasingly used as a medium of instruction (EMI) globally. The underlying ideology that shapes the
expansion of EMI is neoliberalism, which considers English as a tool to access the global economy and socio-economic
liberation (Hamid, Nguyen & Baldauf, 2013). As neoliberal ideology becomes hegemonic, particularly in developing
countries, EMI is increasingly used from the early Grades. However, EMI policy has been questioned regarding access
to knowledge, sense of belonging, and freedom of expression for diverse students (Sah, 2020).
Research suggests that EMI does not account for linguistic needs and educational outcomes of disadvantaged learners
(Lizzi, Milligan & Tikly, 2016). The poor English language proficiency of teachers and students leads to the negotiation,
resistance, and accommodation of different languages in the EMI classrooms (Lizzi, et al., 2016). There are reports of
using home languages in EMI classrooms, but such practices are not planned for pedagogical purposes, which are
often claimed to pose problems in the learning of both content knowledge and English skills (Sah & Li, 2019). Hence,
some scholars call for the “translingual space” (Li Wei, 2011) in the EMI classrooms that builds on students’ existing
linguistic knowledge as a resource (Phyak, 2018). Moreover, there are studies (Sah & Li, 2019) claiming that uncritical

translingual practices may not be transformative, especially when it reproduces the hierarchy of languages by
considering the national languages as home languages for all children.
Building on these findings and tensions, this colloquium discusses the unsettling ideologies and plurilingual
pedagogical practices in the EMI policy of Asia. Since EMI is implemented differently across country contexts, the
colloquium consists of five presentations with 20 minutes for each, a 10-minute commentary from the discussant, and
a 50-minute question-answer session. Collectively, the colloquium challenges EMI as an English-only space and
redefine “E” in EMI from a plurilingual perspective for both quality and equity in education.
1. Supporting multilingual policy and practice within EMI contexts in South Asia
Amy Lightfoot, Regional Education and English Academic Lead (South Asia) – British Council, UK
Children learn best when they are taught in a language they understand. However, in many countries in South Asia,
positive language-in-education policies about the need for mother tongue-based education are being overshadowed
by political decisions to switch to English-medium instruction. There have been several cases where a move to
English-medium instruction has happened almost overnight, with little to no support for the teachers and
administrators responsible for implementing the change. Teachers struggle to work through new curriculum in a
language in which they are often not proficient themselves and children are educated in or silently excluded from a
context that suggests a devaluing of their home language, leading to conflicts of identity and reduced social capital as
well as poor learning outcomes.
This session will explore the British Council’s programme of work currently underway in South Asia where we aim to
support the development of more equitable language policies and their implementation, while recognising a
widespread desire for English. The work is guided by our global position paper which outlines the challenges faced
when EMI is implemented in low- and middle-income basic education contexts. We work with a wide range of
partners to undertake research projects and disseminate related evidence to attempt to influence practitioners and
policymakers. We have documented the highly multilingual classrooms that many teachers work in and explored ways
that teachers can be supported to use children’s home language(s) to reinforce learning. Teachers often do this
naturally, but without strategies for a systematic approach that lead to greater benefit for learners. Finally, we have
co-developed a range of print and audio-visual resources to support teacher practice in these and similar contexts.
The session will discuss our approach and what we have learned through these projects, providing useful insight and
resources for others working in similar contexts.
2. Challenges and perceptions: A systematic review of empirical studies on EMI in Pakistan
Sadia Shad, University of British Columbia, Canada
Despite being a multi/plurilingual society, Pakistan is still far from adopting a clear and consistent language-ineducation policy that would acknowledge the important role of indigenous languages. Instead, English-medium
instruction (EMI) is widely adopted in both schools and higher education due to both historical and sociopolitical
backgrounds (Rahman, 1997; Mahboob, 2002). In this talk, I will report on a systematic review of research on EMI in
K-12 schools (from 2010 to 2019). The talk begins with a brief contextualization of the role of English, Urdu, and other
regional languages in the recent National Language Policy (2017), followed by the discussion of major themes that
were derived from the review. As the review shows, EMI policy is widely celebrated in Pakistan with an ideological
(and neoliberal) belief of English as a tool for socio-economic upward mobility. Regarding the policy discourse, while
the inconsistent top-down policy decisions have contributed to an unsuccessful language policy implementation,
other crucial factors include the stakeholders’ perceptions regarding the value of indigenous languages. The discourse
of EMI policy implementation also indicates a number of critical issues; namely, (a) issues of access and social class
divide, (b) students’ (and sometimes teachers’) inability to navigate the content; (c) unawareness regarding the role
of mother tongue; and (e) an overemphasis on English. One major finding that the talk will stress is the use of Urdu (a
national dominant language) as a supplementary language in the EMI classroom, which is the result of teachers’ lack
of English skills to deliver lessons in English-only. So, employing “plurilingualism” as a lens, I will engage the audience
in the discussion on how the plurilingual (from a language-as-a-resource viewpoint) classroom discourse, which my
study has unpacked, can be envisioned for creating more responsive teaching and learning space in the EMI
classrooms.

3. Creating a translingual space in multilingual classrooms of Nepal’s English medium public schools
Prem Phyak, Tribhuvan University, Nepal
English-medium instruction (EMI) has been one of the major issues in Nepal’s ongoing discussions on policies and
discourses of educational reforms. Since private schools use EMI as a key selling point, public schools are pressurized
to introduce the same policy. Previous studies have identified two major reasons that push public schools to
implement EMI from the early Grades. First, the public schools must compete with private schools. Since the number
of private schools has increased particularly throughout the country, particularly in urban cities, student number in
public schools has decreased, leading to the school closure and merger, in many contexts (Khati, 2017). So the public
schools are adopting EMI to attract more students. Second, there is a widely held assumption, in the public sphere,
that EMI helps to learn better English and obtain quality education (Phyak, 2016). However, how teachers, with low
English proficiency, teach multilingual students, who never use English at home/community, in EMI is not much
known. Drawing on my ongoing ethnographic study of multilingual pedagogies in Nepal’s public schools, this paper
focuses on how teachers create ‘translingual space’ (Wei, 2011) which resists monolingual English language ideology
and embraces children’s home languages as a resource for learning. The data for this paper are drawn from classroom
observations and interviews with the teachers from two ‘English medium’ public schools. One school is located in
urban space while the other is in a rural hilly village. The findings from the study suggest that translanguaging
provides learners, particularly from language minoritized communities, with the opportunities to invest their
linguistic, cultural, and epistemic resources. The study also shows that teachers can play an agentive role to create
space for home languages in a monolingual English medium school context, to ensure children’s meaningful
participations and cognitive engagement in learning processes.
4. Rethinking and resisting English-Only policies through translanguaging in Malaysian classrooms
Shakina Rajendram, University of Toronto, Canada
The translanguaging turn in language education offers a new perspective on multilingualism by positing that
multilingual learners have one linguistic repertoire rather than two or more autonomous language systems (García &
Li Wei, 2014). When learners engage in translanguaging, they draw on all the features from their repertoire in a
flexible and integrated way (Otheguy, García & Reid, 2015). A translanguaging pedagogy involves teachers integrating
the diverse language practices of students to create equitable learning policies and practices. Despite the cognitive,
linguistic, affective and social benefits (Rajendram, 2019) of translanguaging, English-only policies permeate many
EMI and English as a Second Language (ESL) contexts in Southeast Asia. These policies hinder learners from drawing
on their existing knowledge, and restrict opportunities for learners from shared linguistic and cultural backgrounds to
collaborate effectively. Based on a framework of translanguaging and critical sociocultural theory (Lewis & Moje,
2003), I conducted a comparative case study of two Grade 5 ESL classes in a Malaysian elementary school – one class
where there was an official English-only policy enforced by the teacher, and one class where English-only was not
enforced by encouraged. I conducted a mixed-methods sociocultural critical discourse analysis (Mercer, 2004;
Fairclough & Wodak, 1997) of 100 video-recordings of learners’ interactions during collaborative learning activities,
interviews with 55 learners and their 2 ESL teachers, and artifacts of learners’ classroom work. My research revealed
that learners resisted the English-only policies and practices of their teachers by using translanguaging agentively
during their peer-to-peer interactions. Learners’ use of translanguaging fulfilled important cognitive-conceptual,
planning-organizational, affective-social, and linguistic-discursive functions in their learning. Learners’ reasons for
translanguaging included building rapport, asserting their cultural identity, and drawing on knowledge across named
languages and subject areas. This study provides recommendations for how to implement an agentive, collaborative
and socioculturally responsive translanguaging pedagogy in Southeast Asian language classrooms.
5. The dynamics of (un)equal plurilingualism in the EMI policy: The case of Nepal
Pramod Sah, University of British Columbia, Canada
While there has been a global push for the “multilingual turn” (May, 2014) to fully capitalize on students’ multilingual
linguistic repertoires, English as a medium of instruction (EMI) policy has been increasingly adopted in both K-12
schools (Dearden, 2015). EMI classrooms are primarily envisioned to be English monolingual to provide maximum
exposure in English, similar to an immersion program (Evans & Morrish, 2016). However, there are ample reports of
resisting the English-only space—often because of their English insufficiency—and accommodating other languages in

their efforts to negotiate communicative and pedagogic activities in EMI classrooms (Phyak, 2018; Sah, 2020). Research
is, nevertheless, lacking into the alignment of other languages in meeting the objectives of EMI policy and how the use
of other (multiple) languages creates an (in)effective plurilingual discourse within the EMI policy.
Accordingly, the presentation reports on a year-long critical ethnography of EMI policy development and enactment in
Nepal’s public schools, which contributes to the new knowledge of plurilingual practices in the EMI policy. The data
was gathered through (a) interviews and focus group discussions with policymakers, school administrators, teachers,
parents, and students and (b) participant observations of EMI classrooms. As the data analysis reveals, guided by
neoliberal and nationalist language ideologies, Nepali (a national dominant language) was used to supplement the
instruction while the use of students' mother tongues (e.g., Bhojpuri and Maithili) was not given any legitimate space.
Although using Nepali as a more familiar language (than English) is a step ahead toward resisting a monolingual policy,
it has developed an unequal plurilingual context in the absence of students’ mother tongues, perpetuating socially
constructed linguistic hierarchy and reproduction. Drawing on these findings, this presentation hopes to open up the
discussion on what form of plurilingualism can be claimed as emancipatory for linguistically minority students in
multilingual societies.

Indidivual paper summaries
Presentation
Unofficial language policies in French primary schools in Quebec: An analysis of
migrant-background students’ language practices in and out of school
This case study took place in a Montreal-area school and examined eight students’
language choices in different contexts. Findings show that even if students were
conscious of the school’s monolingual policy, they used their other language(s) in
and outside of school to help their own and their peers’ language learning.
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Presentation
The Main Features of Language Policy in the Workplace Discourse of Kazakhstan:
Development Trends and Challenges
The paper’s findings are based on survey research in form of a survey
questionnaire and semi-structured interviews in companies in Kazakhstan in order
to explore how language proficiency is important in performing their jobs and to
investigate main features, trends and challenges of the use of languages in the
workplace.
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Presentation
Language and cultural adjustment of Kazakhstani returnee students
The paper examines the issues of language and intercultural adjustment of Kazakh
returnees immigrated from China, Mongolia, Uzbekistan, and Russia. The paper
reports about the difficulties complicating the process of intercultural adjustment
of migrant students and the level of linguistic and cultural knowledge of Kazakh
returnees about the host country.
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Presentation
Language policy and planning in Kazakhstan: the case of Linguistic Landscape
A modern language has become an integral part in the processes of globalization
and acts as a socializing force that connects people building new forms of
communication. Linguistic landscape of the city provides special opportunities for
people to socialize easily, using their language without any critical interference.
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Presentation
The Impact of Language Fragmentation on Kurdish Literature: A Case Study of
Kurdish Novelists Writing in English
The literature produced by Kurdish writers in languages other than Kurdish have
familiarized the world with the policies of occupation and discrimination practiced
against the Kurds. This paper asserts that it is subject matter and the authors’
national identity as Kurds that are used to determine the identity of the texts.
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Presentation
Integration or assimilation? A Comparative intertextual analysis of language
policy in Madrid and Catalonia
We examine the ideological underpinnings of the construction of language within
recent integration policies in Madrid and Catalonia. The policies construct a social
space in which migrant languages are perceived as a challenge to integration and
social cohesion which can only be overcome through acquisition of the socially
dominant language.

Presenter
Ali, Fara,
Gettysburg College, USA;
Ready, Carol Ann,
University of Minnesota, USA

Presentation
Nativespeakerism in China
Native-speakerist-based discriminatory hiring policy are prevalent in the English
teaching market, ranging from country-of-origin to discrimination to sheer racism.
These types of discriminatory hiring practices not only disadvantage majority of
English teachers worldwide, but could also have a detrimental effect on students'
language education.

Presenter
Alvarez, Hector Sebastian,
McGill University, Canada

Presentation
Empathy and Language Learning: Does empathy allow reading fiction to act as a
mediation tool to enhance reading and language comprehension in both the first
and second language?
Emotional and cognitive empathy factor significantly into the discussion regarding
language understanding and comprehension. The research confirms some
certainty of the relationship between the MNS and empathy, suggesting that
mirror neurons allow for functions such as action understanding and mimicry, both
of which are believed to elicit fictional empathy amongst children.

Presenter
Alviarez, Reshara Amy,
Jahan, Dilruba,
Piccardo, Enrica,
OISE, University of Toronto,
Canada

Presentation
Romani familial et romani standard à l’école : tensions entre politique
linguistique et pratique effective
Le choix du Conseil national de la minorité rom en Serbie d’enseigner le romani
standard à l’école aboutit au rejet de cette langue par les élèves. Cette
communication se propose alors de mettre en lumière la coexistence conflictuelle
de la politique du romani et de la pratique effective en classe.

Presenter
Apostolovic, Marija,
Université Sorbonne Nouvelle Paris 3, France

Presentation
The Secret Handshake of Dutch: How the Dutch have ideologically obstructed
access to the language of power
Despite investment by the Dutch government in the Caribbean, the Dutch
language remains inaccessible to most of the inhabitants of Saba and St. Eustatius.

Presenter
Bakker, Terri Lynne,
Saba Educational Foundation,
Bonaire, Saint Eustatius and
Saba

Presentation in French

The European Dutch still maintain proprietorship of the language of power in
these former colonies, leading to a doctrine of exclusion and discrimination.
Presentation
Revisiting interculturalism: Montreal families’ language policies towards official
and heritage languages
This study examined multilingual, Montreal-area families’ language policies (FLPs)
related to raising their first child with more than one language. We compared
participants’ policies on Canada’s official languages with their policies on heritage
languages. Participating families’ language policies will also be discussed in
comparison with Quebec’s official policy of interculturalism.

Presenter
Ballinger, Susan,
McGill University, Canada;
Brouillard, Melanie,
Concordia University, Canada;
Ahooja, Alexa,
McGill University, Canada;
Kircher, Ruth,
Fryske Akademy, The
Netherlands;
Polka, Linda,
McGill University, Canada;
Byers-Heinlein, Krista,
Concordia University, Canada

Presentation
LPP in/and Urban Studies: an Infrastructural Approach
This paper is born out of the need to account for the role of LPP in the process of
rapid urbanisation of the municipality of Rionegro, Colombia. It explores the life
histories of conceptual frameworks in LPP research foregrounding their
affordances and limitations in the spirit of political reflexivity.

Presenter
Browning, Peter,
Pérez-Milans, Miguel,
UCL Institute of Education, UK

Presentation
Plurilingual approach in return migration language education: A language
learning proposal for Mexican returnees
This presentation focuses on a language learning proposal for Mexican returnees
in the state of Puebla. I will discuss students’ sociocultural and language needs
upon their return to Mexico, their experiences in Mexican schools, and describe a
language teaching proposal based on plurilingualism and multiliteracies to
enhance their bilingualism.

Presenter
Buitron, Coral,
Benemérita Universidad
Autónoma de Puebla, Mexico

Presentation
Heteroglossia and the Ideology of University Language Policy: Re-thinking Local
Language Varieties and Spanish as Community Language in the U.S. Southwest
How are marginalized language varieties treated in foreign and heritage language
programs? Drawing on discourse analysis data from pedagogical materials and
instructor focus group transcripts, this presentation reports on a case study of a
large U.S. university Spanish program’s language policy toward marginalized
varieties of Spanish, in particular U.S. varieties.

Presenter
Burns, Katharine,
Carnegie Mellon University, USA

Presentation
Translanguaging with Spoken Word Poetry: A Pedagogical Innovation in an
English-for-Academic Purposes Course
In this presentation, I show how translanguaging as a theoretical framework
informed the design of a spoken word poetry pedagogy for English language
learners, and highlight examples of students’ linguistic choices and language
learning experiences with spoken word poetry as an approach to language
learning, offering insights for fostering creative multilingual classrooms.

Presenter
Burton, Jennifer,
OISE, University of Toronto,
Canada

Presentation in Spanish with
slides in English

Presentation
LPP Trends in the Russian Federation
A review of the main phases and milestones of language policy in the Russian
Federation (1991-2021) and a critical approach to the strategical lines established
by the Russian government for political and national matters with the 2025 time
horizon.

Presenter
Cabal-Guarro, Miquel,
University of Barcelona,
Catalonia

Presentation
Resisting raciolinguistic microaggressions through plurilingual policy in a
Canadian university
International students are subjected to raciolinguistic microaggressions which lead
to experiences of languagelessness, exclusion, and racialization in a Canadian
university. This presentation addresses the urgent need to envision plurilingual
language policies to help prevent raciolinguistic microaggressions against
international students.

Presenter
Calman, Benjamin,
McGill University, Canada

Presentation
I am an English Language Learner!: American Indian Teachers Share Their
Revelations
American Indian secondary teachers participated in a professional development
project designed to prepare them to adapt their curricula to address the unique
linguistic needs of their American Indian English Language Learners (ELLs). While
helping their ELLs improve their academic literacy skills and content mastery, the
American Indian teachers discovered they, themselves, were ELLs.

Presenter
Carjuzaa, Jioanna,
Montana State UniversityBozeman, USA

Presentation
Visual Representations of Dual Language Programs: ’Showing’ Who These
Programs Are For
This multimodal critical discourse analysis (MCDA) examines the way that DL
programs are represented visually in media discourse in order to expose wider
ideologies related to who should have access to the programs. The authors
conclude by alluding to their efforts toward positive change in language policy and
implementation.

Presenter
Catalano, Theresa,
Hamann, Edmund T.,
University of Nebraska-Lincoln,
USA

Presentation
Indexicality in Multilingual Classroom
This presentation focuses on how learners from minority languages adjust in the
multilingual classroom where the dominant language is used frequently, and how
they manage their learning in such situations, as well as how socio-cultural, ethnic
and linguistic factors affect their participation in English language learning
activities.

Presenter
Chand, Gambhir Bahadur,
Tribhuwan University, Nepal

Presentation
Language policy of tertiary Mandarin learners from Chinese dialect backgrounds
in New Zealand
Looking at the tertiary Mandarin learners who are of Chinese heritage with nonMandarin dialect backgrounds,this qualitative study investigates 1) how they
respond to the Mandarin-oriented language policies in both institution layer and
the larger society, and 2) how their Chinese use, choice and learning are
demonstrated under such language policies.

Presenter
Chen, Lin,
University of Auckland, New
Zealand

Presentation in Catalan and
English with slides in English

Presentation
Multilingualism in China
This study investigates language policies in multilingual China, more specifically,
official language policy documents related to Putonghua and Minority Languages.
The major research questions that governed this study are as following: 1. How
does the language in policy documents promote Putonghua in China? 2. In what
ways does the language in the policy documents advocate for minority languages?

Presenter
Chen, Yue,
University of Iowa, USA

Presentation
Institutional Discourses about Language and Writing for Multilingual Students in
English-Speaking Colleges in Quebec, Canada
The province of Quebec, Canada, legislates monolingual language education
policies in ministerial and college policies related to first-year English courses that
systematically exclude multilingual students’ literacies. Using critical discourse
perspectives, this paper presents research results about why multilingual students
are often assessed poorly and/or placed in remedial classes.

Presenter
Chiras, Maria,
McGill University, Canada

Presentation
Language Policies in the Korean Language Teacher training program
I argue that the American government’s attention to the Korean Language Teacher
(KLT) training program illustrates how it has hijacked language-education policy
and co-opted KLT to propagate a neoliberal ideology under globalization. Drawing
on critical discourse analysis, this paper aims to uncover the global neoliberalism
in media discourse on KLT.

Presenter
Cho, Eun Hae,
Pennsylvania State University,
USA

Presentation
Co-opted Corpus and Contested Status in the Language Planning of Bessarabia
and the Republic of Moldova
Language planning in the Republic of Moldova has been complicated by its shifting
political status, among other factors. This paper explores the history of language
planning there, focusing on its borderland status between Russia and Romania
during the crucial modernization period of the late 19th and early 20th centuries.

Presenter
Ciscel, Matthew H.,
Central Connecticut State
University, USA

Presentation
“Mahfee comma in this sentence, sah?”- Becoming a translanguager-teacher
while challenging the monolingual policy through plurilingual pedagogy in EAP.
This session presents the results of a research study in which a translanguagerteacher applied plurilingual pedagogies in EAP courses throughout two semesters,
focusing on student perceptions of such approaches in their own learning. The
results indicate that students see these approaches as highly acceptable,
promoting student agency and independent learning.

Presenter
Coelho, Daniela Maria,
Abu Dhabi University, United
Arab Emirates

Presentation
Multilingualism (mis)management in Canada through the prism of translation
policies
The presentation examines legal multilingualism management in Canada through
the prism of translation policies, in particular, the right to translation in judicial
proceedings as it pertains to different groups of end-users in Canadian society some of whom are holders of language rights and some of whom are not.

Presenter
Córdoba Serrano, María Sierra,
McGill University, Canada

Presentation
Cultural bureaucracy, documentation, revitalization of the border, and
endangered languages from Southern Mexico
This paper analyses how Mexican governments' intercultural bureaucracy
constructs hegemonic discourses favouring multilingualism. In other words, there
is a generation of a new mythification of the state and institutions as agents of
cultural empowerment, obscuring the diminishing organizational agency of
speakers for the use and transmission of their languages and cultures.

Presenter
Córdova-Hernández, Lorena,
Universidad Autonoma Benito
Juarez de Oaxaca, México

Presentation
National Identities and Language Policies as seen through Schoolscapes
Official language identities and the impact of taken-for-granted school language
policies will be shown through a schoolscape study conducted in Manitoba,
Canada where French was the language of instruction. While school language
policies are implicit, students are able to describe these rules when analyzing their
own schoolscape and others.

Presenter
Cormier, Gail Lynne,
Université de Saint-Boniface,
Canada

Presentation
On the epistemological status of comparative standardology
This presentation aims to find out what the comparative standardology’s (CS)
epistemological status is. It assumes that it can be classified as an applied
linguistics (AL) discipline. We will be trying to answer the question of whether CS is
a stabilized academic discipline epistemologically, our hypothesis being that it is.

Presenter
Costa-Carreras, Joan,
Pompeu Fabra University, Spain

Presentation
Plurilingual pedagogy within English-only policy: Perspectives and strategies of
ESL tutors and tutees in a francophone college in Montreal
Research on theories such as plurilingualism, which emphasizes the agency of L2
learners to draw flexibly from the languages in their repertoire during L2 learning,
have been proliferating in the field of applied linguistics. Yet, the gap remains
between theory and practice: mainstream L2 pedagogies continue to favour
monolingual policies that discourage the use of other languages in the classroom
other than the target language. This presentation discusses the results from a
mixed methods study on 20 adult ESL tutors and tutees in a francophone college in
Montreal. Data from questionnaires, the PPC scale, field notes, and interviews
show to what extent and for what reasons these multilingual ESL learners perceive
and perform plurilingual strategies during their tutoring sessions within an Englishonly context. Implications of the results for plurilingual classroom language policy
will be discussed.

Presenter
dela Cruz, John Wayne Nicolas,
McGill University, Canada

Presentation
“To live up to the standard of being bilingual.” Language policy and (official)
language learning in Quebec
Based on qualitative findings, I discuss the influence of language policy on
language learning and argue that the latter is one form of the former: Considering
ecological approaches, learning is a direct intervention into the environment and
requires individual agency. Thus, learning has an effect on both learners and
environment.

Presenter
Delto, Oliver,
Technische Universität
Darmstadt, Germany

Presentation in Spanish with
slides in English

Presentation in English with
slides in French

Presentation
Informal policies of a community organization employees working with
multilingual children
Organizations and their employees can influence employees’ families’ policies by
endorsing and promoting families to speak their home language. We found that
employees of a community organization had positive attitudes, values, and
knowledge in supporting the children’s home language, but expressed challenges
in their practices to directly support multilingual children.

Presenter
Demers, Catrine,
MacLeod, Andrea A.N.,
University of Alberta, Canada

Presentation
Reexamining language teacher agency from a combined perspective in the
context of implementing the ESP policy in a Chinese University
An analysis of students’ real needs and implicit discourses indicates that teacher
agency excercised through teachers’ hidden agenda may turn out to be a defense
of their unwillingness to change, to the detriment of students’ academic
performance; therefore, institutional efforts should be made to address the
negative side of teacher agency.

Presenter
Deng, Shiping,
Shanghai International Studies
University, People's Republic of
China

Presentation
Return migrants from the United States to Mexico: Constructing alternative
notions of citizenship through acts (linguistic) citizenship
This presentation examines alternative notions of citizenship of return migrants
from the United States to Mexico. The talk specifically focuses on the 1.5
generation who, by returning to their country of origin, challenge traditional
notions of citizenship based on one language, one identity, and one nation-state.

Presenter
Despagne, Colette Ilse,
Benemérita Universidad
Autónoma de Puebla, Mexico

Presentation
Bilingual Students' Parallel Literacy Learning Experiences in a Dual-Language
School
This paper is discusses findings from a multi-case study conducted with three 4th
grade bilingual students’ in a one-way Dual-Language Immersion program. Data
examples about the participants' actual literacy experiences will be discussed to
reveal the conflicts between the top-down monolingual policy and the literacy
realities of bilingual learners.

Presenter
Du, Xiaochen,
University of Florida, USA

Presentation
‘Multi’ as a Strategic Tool for Better Transition: Plurilingualism at an Ethnic
Korean High School in China
This contribution reports how plurilingual pedagogy was implemented in a local
context, at an ethnic Korean minority high school in northeast China. A focus will
be on examining how various complex and dynamic discourses concerning
plurilingualism steered students towards a trilingual education program, while
making the transition to a new social world.

Presenter
Ehlert, Meilan Piao,
University of British Columbia,
Canada

Presentation
Far right and gender-neutral language: is language a new front in the culture
wars?
The far right in France and Spain has launched its own particular policy crusade
against gender-neutral language (GNL). I argue that GNL is an issue of cultural
struggle for the far right. I show how the far right has co-opted language into the
culture wars it pursues on other fronts.

Presenter
Erdocia, Iker,
Dublin City University, Ireland

Presentation and slides in both
English and French

Presentation in English with
slides in English and French

Presentation
Language policy on academic writing for second language learners
Academic writing is one of the problems international students are experiencing.
This study concentrates on their academic writing problems by deploying metatalk
to ask learners to self-reflect on their language use. The findings of the study call
for effective language policies to help them overcome this academic challenge.

Presenter
Fang, Xinyan,
McGill University, Canada

Presentation
Towards the introduction of the teaching of technical English in Technical
education in Cameroon: pre-requisites and prospects
We present English for Specific Purposes (ESP) in technical education by outlining
general guiding principles for key areas such as syllabus content, teacher training,
integration of competence-based approach and didactic material. The study takes
into consideration the current education orientation Law, existing technical
education curricula, prevailing teacher training policy and programmes including
the socio-economic context of Cameroon.

Presenter
Fasse, Innocent Mbouya,
University of Douala, Cameroon;
Takam, Alain Flaubert,
University of Lethbridge, Canada

Presentation
Constructing the individualistic citizen: The Canadian Centre for Language
Benchmarks, neoliberalism, citizenship, and language learning.
This paper explores how the Canadian Centre for Language Benchmarks operates
the Canadian Language Benchmarks as a neo-liberal instrument. We argue that
this key document constructs second-language learning primarily as an integration
into an individualistic capitalist labour market that is highly exploitative of
newcomers to Canada.

Presenter
Holmes, Kelly,
Fleming, Douglas

Presentation
Policy Instruments and the Promotion of Multilingualism in the Public
Administration: A Comparative Analysis of Canada and Switzerland
This paper discusses the instruments of language policy used by government to
promote multilingualism within the federal administration of Canada and
Switzerland in a comparative perspective.

Presenter
Gazzola, Michele,
Ulster University, UK

Presentation
To Anglicize or Arabize, that is the question: a case study of macro and micro
language policy mismatches among college students in southern Morocco
This paper examines the educational experiences of students in Agadir, Morocco.
The findings indicate that those whose micro policies and practices matched the
policy of Arabization tended to have limited career options. In contrast, those
choosing English were able to benefit from the growing TESOL market in the
country.

Presenter
Graybill, Aaron James,
The University of Arizona, USA

Presentation
"When I see a beautiful woman, I start speaking in Japanese."
Focusing on the Yeayaman language, this paper analyzes language educational
policy in the Ryukyus in Japan. Through policies based on dominant values,
speakers of Yaeyaman are made to believe that our language is not sophisticated.
As a conclusion, I present how language education policy in Japan—so far, a major
cause of the problem of language endangerment—can become part of a possible
solution to language revitalization and to support new speakers.

Presenter
Hammine, Madoka,
Meio University, Japan

University of Ottawa, Canada

Presentation
Affecting market relations: Exploring the political economy of identity and
language education for touristic consumption
This paper explores how the depiction of affective relations between tourists and
locals across implicit and explicit language policy discourse at a commercial
Indonesian language school in Bali works to orient foreign students toward
particular understandings of their own and others’ identities with respect to the
cultural practice of haggling.

Presenter
Hanks, David H.,
University of Pennsylvania,
Graduate School of Education,
USA

Presentation
The impact of AB705 on a California community college teacher's emotional well
being
This paper hopes to contribute to the growing field of language teacher emotions
within a specific language policy context. It investigates AB705, its original goals
for minoritized students, the unintended harm for language teachers and how one
teacher is navigating his emotions and exercising his agency because of this policy.

Presenter
Her, Lee,
Michigan State University, USA

Presentation
Linguistic trajectories in FLP: return migrant families in Mexico
Our study analyzes the relationship between family language policies and the
trajectory of individual linguistic repertoires within the context of Mexico-US
immigration and return migration. From linguistic autobiographies and semistructured interviews our findings highlight the role of transnational children’s
experiences in shaping and reconfiguring family language policy in both the home
and host country.

Presenter
Herrera Ruano, Jesahe,
Nelson, Dana Kristine,
Zepeda Huerta, Jesús Helbert
Karim,
Universidad Autónoma de
Nayarit, Mexico

Presentation
From Afrikaans to Zarma: Language Policies of Multilingual Families in Flanders,
Belgium
Adopting Spolsky’s framework, we describe beliefs, practices and management of
Flemish multilingual families. Furthermore, we investigate how FLP correlates with
families’ background and external advice. Our data suggest that parents intend to
manage language use such that attitudes towards mother tongue maintenance
and Dutch acquisition are put into multilingual practices.

Presenter
Hollebeke, Ily,
Centre for Linguistics, Vrije
Universiteit Brussel, Belgium;
Van Oss, Victoria,
Centre for Diversity and
Learning, Universiteit Gent,
Belgium;
Struys, Esli,
Centre for Linguistics, Vrije
Universiteit Brussel, Belgium

Presentation
Gendering Government: Implications for language policy and implementation in
Canada
This paper explores how the Canadian federal government constructs gender as a
point of analysis and how that frames settlement policy and language
programming. I will provide an overview and discussion of the government-wide
initiative called Gender Based Analysis Plus and its impacts on policy making and
implementation.

Presenter
Holmes, Kelly
University of Ottawa, Canada

Presentation
Language rights and access to ITM health rights: a socio-legal study of health
spaces of Dantewada, Chattisgarh, India
Through a Q method analysis, this paper engages with 'language' as the 'basic of
basic human rights'. It examines how the language of the workspaces of health

Presenter
Huque, Sheikh Sultan Aadil,
Chimirala, Uma Maheshwari,
National Academy of Legal
Studies & Research, (NALSAR)
Hyderabad, India

services creates linguistically differential conditions of access to State health
services for indigenous communities of Chhattisgarh, India.
Presentation
Exploring the genesis of the English-only guideline for teaching English in Japan:
An intertextual analysis of policy-making process
A controversial English-only policy for teaching English was recently introduced to
Japan’s junior high schools. By analyzing the development of the policy using
intertextual analysis, this paper found that the policy was created without
professionally informed deliberations and that the economic motivation behind it
was gradually obfuscated in policy documents.

Presenter
Kajigaya, Takeshi,
University of British Columbia

Presentation
Awareness and actions on language policy by local governments in Nepal
The constitution of Nepal, 2015 has guaranteed rights to local governments to
create language policy. Therefore, this paper explores the awareness and actions,
opportunities and challenges of local policy makers and language policy arbiters
for the creation of language policy in local governments in current social-politicalmultilingual-federal context of Nepal.

Presenter
Kandel, Basanta,
Aadikavi Bhanubhakta Campus,
Tribhuvan University, Nepal

Presentation
Genealogy of the Heritage Languages Program: Rethinking the present from the
past
This presentation provides a genealogy of the Heritage Languages Program (HLP)
in Ontario to reconsider a historical policy condition that has marginalized heritage
language education of elementary school students. The analytical focus on the
debates over the HLP in the early 1980s presents entry points to the discussion.

Presenter
Kawaguchi, Mayo,
OISE, University of Toronto,
Canada

Presentation
Language Imbroglios in the Moroccan Educational System: Policy vs. Practice
It is undeniable that Morocco is witnessing an educational crisis nowadays. This
has always been the case, for the language of home, Amazigh, Darija or Hassania,
is not the language of school, Modern Standard Arabic and French, nor is it the
language that grants access to and success in the job market, mainly French. Many
blame the Arabization policy for the current status arguing that Arabic is inapt to
function as a medium of instruction of scientific and technology high school
subjects and that the policy produced graduates with low level in foreign
languages. As a response, numerous attempts have tried to solve this problem
introducing several educational reforms at several educational stages. The latest is
the approval of a new framework law for education, the first law in Moroccan
educational history that allows for scientific and technical subjects to be taught in
foreign languages and that requires Amazigh to be taught to all Moroccans.

Presenter
Khamlichi, Souhaila,
Sidi Mohammed Ben Abdellah
University, Fez Morocco,

Presentation
From assembly to schools: the Balochistan mother languages act, 2014
This research study explored the challenges faced by the implementation of the
Balochistan mother languages act, 2014, across different levels of languages
planning. The Act made mother languages spoken in Balochistan, Pakistan as
compulsory additional subjects at primary level in schools across the province. The
study brings about all the challenges faced at various levels and sets forth
recommendation to address those challenges.

Presenter
Khan, Muhammad Yasir,
Channa, Liaquat Ali,
BUITEMS, Pakistan

Presentation in both Japanese
and English

Presentation
How is Ontario's heritage language education policy being implemented? A
program evaluation study
This program evaluation study examined a publicly funded heritage language
education program for Ontario’s elementary students by focusing on its
assessment practice. Our paradigm model based on teachers’ and parents’
experience with and perspectives on the program reveals critical issues concerning
the assessment and reporting practice in the program.

Presenter
Kim, Hyunah,
University of Toronto;
Lee, Wonhee,
Toronto District School Board;
Jang, Eunice Eunhee
University of Toronto

Presentation
Recruitment policy and visual representations of English language programs in
Korea and Japan
This paper explores visual representations of English language teachers working in
Korea (EPIK Program) and Japan (JET Pogramme). As previous studies focused
more on investigating how English teaching positions are described and advertised
in writing, this study carries out a visual analysis of photographs depicting English
teachers and students.

Presenter
Kim, Jade,
OISE, University of Toronto,
Canada

Presentation
Deconstructing English-only Policies in Canadian and Japanese Universities
This presentation reports on a dissertation project investigating teachers' beliefs,
experiences and practices as they relate to English-only and translanguaging
classroom policies. Data collected in Japan and Canada holds interesting
implications for both EFL and ESL contexts, in multiple pedagogical options that go
beyond the mono-multi divide.

Presenter
Koslowski, Michael,
OISE, University of Toronto,
Canada

Presentation
Putting the money where the mouth is/hands are: Icelandic Sign Language and
the UNDRIP.
We discuss Sign Language Peoples in Iceland as Indigenous (Batterbury et al. 2007,
i.a.). We analyze Iceland’s domestic policies towards Icelandic SignLanguage (ÍTM)
and juxtapose them to the promises Iceland made in signing the UNDRIP (2007).
We show that the domestic policies, albeit appearing equitable, must change.

Presenter
Koulidobrova, Helen,
Central Connecticut State
University, USA;
Sverrisdóttir, Rannveig
University of Iceland

Presentation
The Impact of Heritage Language Maintenance on Integration and Identity
Building: A Case Study of the Latvian Diaspora in Canada
My presentation shows how heritage language maintenance and the culturally
defined Latvian places and activities in Canada influenced the identity building of
Latvian immigrants. I will demonstrate how language maintenance contributed to
the development of a distinct Canadian Latvian identity and why this dual identity
is an example of successful integration.

Presenter
Kruse, Eleonore,
Johannes Gutenberg University,
Mainz, Germany

Presentation
Navigating mediums and modes of instruction in an EFL context: possibilities and
challenges of implementing translingual approaches in a Japanese university
setting
The presentation discusses a possibility of implementing translingual approaches
in an EFL context, specifically, in a Japanese university through interviewing
instructors teaching in an English-medium instructional environment. I will focus
on challenges in transitioning to English-only classes or bilingual classes, as well as
discuss possibilities of using translingual modes in classrooms.

Presenter
Kwon, Heejung (Monica),
Kanazawa University, Japan

Presentation
The notion of speakerhood in a Hul’q’umi’num’ revitalization program
In revitalization programs, where many are learning the language as a second or
heritage language, the idealization of the native speaker may delegitimize their
efforts. Focus group discussions with ten Hul’q’umi’num’ language learners on
Vancouver Island, Canada, revealed their insecurities about their competence and
their fear of making mistakes.

Presenter
Lam, Yvonne,
University of Alberta, Canada

Presentation
STEPs to English Proficiency for secondary English language learners: An analysis
and reflection of school policies and procedures towards a plurilingual and
multimodal pedagogy
Does Ontario’s STEPs to English Proficiency framework for English language
learners reflect current perspectives on plurilingual and multimodal language
learning? I will discuss findings, share reflections on implementation, and offer an
example of classroom teachers negotiating spaces within the framework and
policy to engage in a plurilingual and multimodal project.

Presenter
Lau, Mandy,
York University, Canada

Presentation
English as Resource: Ruiz (1984) in the Neoliberal Canadian University
This is an adaptation of Ruiz’s Orientations in Language Planning to a new national
context (Canada) and educational setting (universities) in the current era of
pervasive neoliberalism. This heuristic emerged from a critical discourse study of
policy at three universities, with potential application by researchers and
institutional language policy stakeholders.

Presenter
MacDonald, Jennifer,
Dalhousie University, Canada

Presentation
Individual family language policies for minority language transmission in
bilingual settings
The paper discusses family language policies in a European minority-majority
language context drawing on data from participant observations and from
narrative interviews in mixed-language families in Upper Lusatia in Germany. It
focuses on the influence of linguistic practices and linguistic ideologies on minority
language transmission and maintenance.

Presenter
Mičkec, Sara,
Institute of Slavic Studies, Polish
Academy of Sciences, Poland

Presentation
Asymmetrical translanguaging: Perspectives from a minority-language
community in Russia
This presentation calls for a more nuanced understanding of translanguaging that
accounts for the experiences of minority-language communities. In particular, it
examines language attitudes among the members of one such community, the
Adyghe people in Russia, and demonstrates how translanguaging might create
tensions in families loyal to their ethnolinguistic identity.

Presenter
Minakova, Valeriya,
Pennsylvania State University,
USA

Presentation
The lived experience of language (education) policy
This paper explores the lived experience of language policy of primary school
students in Luxembourg, with a focus on German language education policies
which have been shown to be problematic for a highly heterogeneous student
population.

Presenter
Muller, Sarah,
University of Sheffield, UK

Presentation
New Trends of Language Policy in Taiwan
This presentation explores the new trends of language policy from monolingualism
to multilingualism in elementary schools in Taiwan. Data comes from surveys and
interviews to parents, elementary school teachers and administrators. Findings
indicate the need of more teachers and more cultural awareness to raise the
status of the Southeast Asian languages.

Presenter
Na, Ching-Yu,
Tamkang University, Taiwan;
Coronel-Molina, Serafin M.,
Indiana University, USA

Presentation
Developing English as a Lingua Franca: study abroad in Thailand
This presentation summarizes findings from a Japanese government-funded study,
intended to explore the study abroad experience in Thailand. Results reflect the
development of intercultural competences and English as a Lingua Franca (ELF).
Attendees will be introduced to ideas for promoting Southeast Asia as a study
abroad destination.

Presenter
Nowlan, Andrew Gerald Parker,
Kwansei Gakuin University,
Japan

Presentation
Language Education Policy in the Australian University: a case study
This paper will discuss the recent developments in both de jure and de facto
Language Policies and their enactment in higher education in a university in
Queensland, Australia and how such policies present a strong discourse on the
reduction of inequality, but in fact it perversely stimulates it.

Presenter
Ocriciano, Michelle,
University of Queensland,
Australia

Presentation
Transnationalism, language ideologies and family language policy among Nepali
immigrants in the US
This presentation shares the findings of an ethnographic case study of two
transnational families of Nepali origin living in the US regarding how their
conflicting language ideologies influence their family language policy to create a
balance between maintaining their heritage language and develop English
language proficiency in their children.
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Ojha, Laxmi Prasad,
Michigan State University, USA

Presentation
Chronicle of a death foretold and the unseen forces influencing language policy
and practice
This presentation describes findings of a critical ethnographic case study
conducted in a Colombian public high school that revealed how teachers’ practices
counter a “neoliberal/capitalist death-making linguistic policy” in the form of anticolonial praxis by fostering the next generation of social agents of change towards
social-justice and peacebuilding humanizing pedagogies.
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Ortega, Yecid,
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Presentation
Mexico’s Language Policy and Planning: an evaluation for Indigenous languages
in the central state of Puebla.
This presentation evaluates the impact of language policy and planning in the
indigenous languages of Puebla, Mexico, by the National Institute of Indigenous
Languages from the perspective of speakers of indigenous languages as members
of intercultural universities, so that it is considered whether this federal institution
fulfills its main objectives.

Presenter
Ortiz Ordaz, Olga Alejandra,
Universidad Autónoma de
Puebla, Mexico
Presentation in Spanish with
slides in English

Presentation
The limits to pedagogical translanguaging in plurilingual classrooms: Towards
more reflective and ecologically valid choices
The talk will discuss the limits to the applicability of pedagogical translanguaging in
heteroglossic classrooms environments, with a recommendation of more critically
aware and reflective plurilingual pedagogies that always take into account the
circumstances and ecologies of the classroom and the subjectivities of the
students.
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Paradowski, Michał B.,
Institute of Applied Linguistics,
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Presentation
Transforming mainstream ESL classroom language policy through personal
narrative writing
I will share preliminary findings from a pilot study that explored student reactions
to writing personal narratives in the college ESL classroom. Personal narrative is a
genre of writing that invites students to write stories based on their own
memories and experiences. I propose that writing personal narratives in the ESL
classroom supports translingual/plurilingual competence.

Presenter
Passi, April Leigh,
McGill University, Canada

Presentation
Language policy in Brazil: professors’ representations and ideologies on language
in an EMI course
This study aims at investigating professors’ representations and ideologies on
language in an online EMI course offered in a partnership between three Brazilian
public universities and one English language Fellow from the USA. Results
demonstrate the presence of ideologies ranging from the native speaker ideology
to a more Multilingual approach.
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Presentation
Exploring language attitudes within the plurilingual Aragonese setting: University
students’ thoughts on Catalan
At a time when Catalonia is at the center of current political and social tensions in
Spain, this study investigates the negative consequences of the independence
process for language attitudes towards Catalan among residents of its neighboring
region, Aragon — a particular linguistic landscape where three languages with
different status coexist.
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Peiró-Márquez, Laura,
University of Zaragoza, Spain

Presentation
Unspeakable Ruptures and their Repairing: Depression, Language Barriers and
Health Policy
The nature of the depressive experience as "indescribable" has significant adverse
consequences for the equal access and quality of mental health care available to
linguistic minorities.

Presenter
Peled, Yael,
McGill University, Canada

Presentation
The theoretical framework of China’s School of Language Life
China’s sociolinguistic School of Language Life has been active in the last 20 years
in studying China’s LPP activity; yet the theoretical foundation of the concept of
“language life” needs a further development. The presentation will sketch the

Presenter
Pellin, Tommaso,
University of Bergamo, Italy

Presentation in Spanish and
English with slides in English

outline of its origins and will propose the relationship with the “harmonious
society”.
Presentation
Braiding Policy: Bringing home, school, and community LPP together for Native
American language reclamation
This paper examines the process of bringing together home, school, and
community language policy and planning efforts to create spaces to teach
Indigenous languages in K-12 settings. Experiences will be shared from a Diné
(Navajo) language enrichment class in an urban school district in the Western U.S.

Presenter
Piper, Daniel,
Utah State University, USA

Presentation
The politics of ‘being Immersion’: A case of French immersion group identity and
accent in the West
This emerging study on BC French immersion group identities and accents uses
survey data and recorded in-class group discussions on students' experiences in
the program. Such results will add to our understanding of the province’s selfmade multilingual context in order to better contribute to future language policy
changes in BC.

Presenter
Poljak, Livia,
Simon Fraser University, Canada

Presentation
Engineering accents: The raciolinguistic policing of international student
engineers
This paper details how the accents of international students are (self-) policed in
engineering departments within Ontario universities. Due to the racist and sexist
nature of engineering, these students are expected/expect themselves to have
“whitened” and “masculinized” speech.

Presenter
Ramjattan, Vijay,
OISE/University of Toronto,
Canada

Presentation
Canada’s Official Languages Act and Language Teacher Identity
Canada’s Official Languages Act represents a national commitment to provide
opportunities for everyone in Canada to learn both English and French. Promoting
the learning of the ‘other’ official language, however, is not without its challenges.
We investigate language identity and teacher efficacy in teacher education
contexts in relation to teacher satisfaction and retention.
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Riches, Caroline,
McGill University, Canada;
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McGill University, Canada;
Thomas, Lynn,
Université de Sherbrooke;
Baker, Beverly,
University of Ottawa

Presentation
Life, language, and COVID-19: Quechua and Shipibo in rural Peru.
Indigenous communities have received limited information about COVID-19 in
their own language (García et. al 2020). The method of delivery usually has not
matched their culturally-accepted practices regarding health. We examine how
information about COVID-19 has reached speakers of Quechua, Shipibo-Konibo,
and Iskonawa in Peru using a novel crisis-readiness survey.
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Sanchez, Liliana,
University of Illinois at Chicago,
USA;
Koulidobrova, Helen,
Central Connecticut State
University, USA

Presentation
Parallel language use in practice: A study of annual reports in Norway
With reference to the official language policy of Norway, this paper examines
language choice in annual reports of 492 companies in Norway, with a particular
focus on the use of parallel languages, e.g. Norwegian and English.

Presenter
Sanden, Guro R.,
University of Gothenburg,
Sweden

Presentation
Power, scale and the discursive construction of bounded codes in community
language policy
In this presentation, I argue that language policy should examine linguistic
boundaries through a discursive lens, paying particular attention to how different
scales are made use of in their construction. I draw on data collected as part of a
study of interaction in a Facebook group for teachers of English in Thailand.

Presenter
Savski, Kristof,
Prince of Songkla University,
Thailand

Presentation
Language, Religion, Nation and Imagined Identities: An Ethnography on the
Bangladeshi Diasporic Community in Canada
In this ethnographic research, I aim to explore the settlement experience of
Bangladeshi skilled immigrants in British Columbia, Canada and their construction
of identity with a critical focus on the intersectionality of language, race, religion
and class.

Presenter
Shams, Shaila,
Simon Fraser University, Canada

Presentation
The Word Jail and Sneaky E: Contesting Monolingual, Racist Ideologies in Literacy
Practices
Based on an analysis of a classroom vignette, this paper illustrates the ways in
which English reading curriculum packages and teachers enact restrictive, punitive
language policies that target minoritized children and their families. The New
Language Policy Studies and Raciolinguistics inform the analysis and implications
for preparing anti-racist, equity-committed teachers.

Presenter
Sharkey, Judy,
University of New Hampshire,
USA

Presentation
Categories of Differentiation – A New Theoretical Paradigm for Language Policy
Research
The paper discusses the possibility of employing a new theoretical approach in
language policy research, namely Categories of Differentiation (COD). COD refer to
the sets of binaries that shape the policymaking in a given state. The paper
examines whether COD can serve as a suitable model for LP research.The paper
discusses the possibility of employing a new theoretical approach in language
policy research, namely Categories of Differentiation (COD). COD refer to the sets
of binaries that shape the policymaking in a given state. The paper examines
whether COD can serve as a suitable model for LP research.

Presenter
Sharma, Abhimanyu,
Jawaharlal Nehru University
(JNU), India

Presentation
English as medium of education in Kurdistan: The impact of agenda-setting on
public policy
In 2015, Kurdistan Regional Government- Iraq declared English as the medium of
education for math and science courses in public schools. But, in 2019, the policy
was withdrawn. Using critical discourse studies this paper examines the
motivations and reasons behind the introduction of that policy and also its
subsequent reversal.
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Sheyholislami, Jaffer,
Carleton University, Canada
Zarza, Sahar,
University of Kurdistan Hewler,
Iraq

Presentation
Students’ representations of the indigenous languages-cultures in Mexico
A survey through a questionnaire was conducted among Mexican university
students with a special focus on their representations of the indigenous languagescultures. Some of these students also took part in group discussions on the
subject. The study results can help to optimize the linguistic and cultural policy in
Mexico.

Presenter
Sokolova, Anna G.,
Metropolitan Autonomous
University, Mexico City, Mexico

Presentation
Representation of National and Religious Culture in EFL Textbooks Designed in
Iran: A Critical Multimodal Social Semiotic Approach
The current study explores the ideological English language policy of the state in
the post revolutionary context of Iran. Using a critical multimodal social semiotic
approach (Kress, 2010), the paper explores representation of national and
religious culture in series of EFL textbooks produced by Iranian Ministry of
Education for secondary schools across the country.
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Soleimani Karizmeh, Mojtaba,
Concordia University, Canada;
Nasrollahi Shahri, Naseh,
San Diego State University, USA

Presentation
Multiliteracies-enhanced practice as a decolonizing approach to ELT for
transnational students in Canadian higher education
The paper manifests how multiliteracies-enhanced English language teaching (ELT)
can be used as a decolonizing approach to ELT and empower students’ linguistic,
cultural and intellectual strengths and their transnational identities in an
undergraduate English language and content course of a Canadian university.

Presenter
Song, Heejin,
York University, Canada

Presentation
Reclaiming Indigenous Place Names
The practice of “land acknowledgement”, or the public recognition of traditional
homelands of Indigenous peoples, is beginning to become more of an accepted
practice at convenings among academic professionals. This, however, can remain
limited by place, time and audience. Therefore, our research team sought to
provide access to this conversation beyond the ivory tower. This community-based
participatory action research project aims to build upon the work of others using
technology (i.e., Google Maps), and we invite others to join us in reclaiming
Indigenous place names across the landscape.

Presenter
Sudbeck, Kristine,
Hamilton, Vanessa,
Moran-Samqua, Lani,
Nebraska Indian Community
College, USA

Presentation
Revisiting student, parent and teacher attitudes and motivations to, and
practices of, English Language teaching and learning in Cameroon Technical
Education
This study seeks to identify motivational profiles in high schools in Cameroon,
based on some aspects of the Dörnyei’s L2 Motivational Self System model (2005;
2009), as well as their impacts on ESL learning. The questionnaires were geared
towards the importance of ideal L2 self, ought-to L2 self and L2 learning
experience. This study also investigates the possible link between motivation and
linguistic competency at the level of vocabulary in order to see how far an external
linguistic aspect (motivation) can influence the internal competence of a second
language.

Presenter
Takam, Alain Flaubert,
University of Lethbridge,
Canada;
Fasse, Innocent Mbouya,
University of Douala, Cameroon

Presentation
Mapping Montreal bilingual topics of conversation with network analysis
How people use language on a day-to-day basis may have important implications
for policy development and efficacy. We approach this issue using a novel
application of Network Science to map the conversational topics that 115
Montréal bilinguals discuss across five communicative contexts, in their dominant
vs. non-dominant language.
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Tiv, Mehrgol,
Gullifer, Jason,
Feng, Ruo,
Titone, Debra,
McGill University, Canada

Presentation
Spanish Heritage Speakers vs. L2 Spanish: Using Nonce Words and Differential
Object Marking
This study aims to find out if phonology can play a role in HS attempting to use the
syntax of the heritage language. If meaning is removed, leaving one to focus only
on syntax, can a lower proficient speaker create grammatical sentences?

Presenter
Toledo, Gabriela Maria,
Central Connecticut State
University, USA

Presentation
Ideologies and Policies in U.S. Study Abroad
This paper analyzes four ideologies of U.S. study abroad: educational tourism,
personal transformation, language immersion, and professional preparation. It
reveals their roots in inequitable socio-historical processes, and argues that failing
to reckon with these ideologies will continue to reproduce these inequities even as
we seek to resist them.

Presenter
Trentman, Emma Gale,
University of New Mexico, USA

Presentation
Investments in Heritage Language: A Comparative Case Study of Turkish
Speakers in Sweden and France
This study investigates the experiences and perspectives of Turkish heritage
language speakers’ investment in using and learning the language as well as their
reasons to attend heritage language courses by considering the influence of host
societies’ ideologies and acculturation patterns. The study illustrated the potential
that majority societies’ ideologies and the countries’ acculturation patterns might
have an impact on immigrant descendants’ own language ideologies.

Presenter
Uluer, Berrak Pinar,
Stockholm University, Sweden

Presentation
An investigation into what drives early childhood professionals to proffer advice
to multilingual families
The findings will be presented of an exploration of two theoretical frameworks:
Spolsky’s language policy model and Bandura’s perceived self-efficacy
theory. Using data from health care professionals (N = 305) employed at
infant welfare clinics in Belgium, we examined whether a high sense of
multilingual confidence (i.e. a form of perceived self-efficacy), together
with positive multilingual beliefs and multilingual practices, would
induce professionals to offer multilingual advice (i.e. a form of language
management).
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Presentation
Family language policy and the language ideologies of nannies in Britain
Using focus group data, this paper examines the language ideologies of UK-based
nannies to explore how these contribute to family language policy. The aim is to
explore the public and private value(s) attributed to multilingualism at a time
when the UK is facing a languages crisis that risks worsening post-Brexit.

Presenter
Vessey, Rachelle,
Birkbeck, University of London,
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Presentation
Knitting together policy and practice: meeting the demands of early childhood
education in an emerging multilingual Ireland
This study explores how early childhood educators in Ireland navigate the complex
demands of policy and practice and identifies ways in which they enact the goals
and aspirations for linguistic diversity set by the country's early childhood
curriculum framework 'Aistear'.

Presenter
Walker, Ute Gerda,
Schulte, Christiane,
Massey University, New Zealand

Presentation
Project-driven LPP construction in China: The case of Sunan Youghour
Autonomous County
Drawing on a case study in Gannan, China, this paper introduces how a schoolbased heritage language and culture curriculum was developed, and how the
curriculum informed a new understanding of the HL and culture in the local
education system and finally gained official recognition and became a local policy.

Presenter
Wang, Ge,
Zhongnan University of
Economics and Law, People's
Republic of China

Presentation
Trichotomies of behaviour and value ascription in multilingual settings
The interdisciplinary literature on multilingual settings presents paradigms to
describe decision-making and the formation of attitudes. A study of these
paradigms across disciplines allows us to understand the underlying principles of
human behaviour, which informs our policy making.

Presenter
Weber, Tobias,
Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität,
München, Germany

Presentation
Long Beach’s Cambodia Town Linguistic and Broadcast Media Landscape
Community pluralingualism in the Cambodia Town section of Long Beach, CA is
revealed through a Linguistic Landscape study of over 300 photos and analysis of
over 25 hours of local Khmer-language media broadcasts, with implications for
language and education policy for Khmer language maintenance efforts.

Presenter
Wright, Wayne E.,
Chan, Virak,
Purdue University, USA

Presentation
Local Appropriation of Language Policy: Agency and Comprises in a Minoritized
Chinese-English Dual Language Bilingual School
This ethnographic study frames policy as ecology and discourse (Hornberger, 2005)
to understand the local appropriation of the 50/50 dual language model in an
urban K-8 Chinese-English dual language bilingual school. This presentation reveals
how the key stakeholders, at multiple levels, appropriate the policies to balance
bilingualism/biculturalism and standardized testing.

Presenter
Zheng, Bingjie,
University of WisconsinMadison, USA

Presentation
Negotiating the Meaning of Language and Identity amidst Linguistic/cultural
Diversity: A Case Study in a Japanese University
This presentation discusses the findings of a case study on the effects of a
multicultural classroom with English as medium of instruction on students’
personal growth. Students’ personal growth is observed in terms of
language/cultural identity formation, motivation to learn and use English, and
attitude towards intercultural relationship building.
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